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Abstract
Strongly correlated systems present interesting challenges in condensed matter physics.
On the one hand, the theoretical work in the last two decades suggests that strong
interactions may lead to new phases and phase transitions of matter that don't fit
paradigms such as Fermi liquid theory or Landau's theory of phase transitions. On
the other hand, there are actual materials which are undoubtely governed by strong
interactions and indeed do not fit the conventional paradigms but whose behavior
often doesn't quite match our theoretical expectations. This gap between theory and
experiments is slowly narrowing owing to the discovery of new materials and recent
advances in numerical simulations. As an example, the material rK - (ET)2Cu 2(CN) 3
exhibits metallic specific heat in its insulating phase. This is indicative of the the-
oretically proposed phenomena of 'fractionalization' where elementary excitations in
a phase carry quantum numbers that are fractions of that corresponding to an elec-
tron. Similarly, there is growing numerical evidence of the theoretical phenomena of
'deconfined quantum criticality', where quantum Berry phases lead to emergence of
fractionalized particles right at the phase transition.
In this thesis we study phenomena where the concept of fractionalization is a useful
tool to explore new phases and phase transitions. Most of our examples are in the
context of frustrated quantum magnets. Along the way, we also explore topics such as
quantum numbers of topological defects and non-abelian phases of matter. Whenever
possible, we compare theoretical predictions with experimental and numerical data.
We also discuss deconfined quantum criticality in the context of metallic systems
where it opens the route to phase transitions very different from the conventional
spin-density wave instability of Fermi surface.
Thesis Supervisor: T. Senthil
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 A Historical Prelude
The goal of condensed matter physics is to explain the collective behavior of systems
containing a very large number of particles. Both historically and conceptually, the
development of thermodynamics and statistical mechanics laid the foundations for
condensed matter physics. The initial progress consisted of developing emergent
concepts such as pressure, temperature and entropy in the context of a weakly or
non-interacting gaseous system. Conceptually, the next milestone was to understand
phases of matter which are not smoothly connected to the gas phase and which, owing
to inter-particle interactions, do not enjoy the maximal symmetry of the gas phase.
This required developing far-reaching concepts of spontaneous symmetry breaking and
order parameter. This was important because almost all phases which we encounter
in daily life do break one or other kind of symmetry.
Development of cryogenics and low temperature experiments soon lead to the
discovery of phases such as superconductivity where quantum mechanics seemed to
play a crucial role. Perhaps more importantly, it was realized that ordinary metals
and (band) insulators are inherently quantum materials even at room temperature
since the degeneracy temperature for a Fermi gas is of the order of tens of thousands
of Kelvin. In the quest to understand ordinary metals and insulators, band theory
was developed. Soon afterwards, to take inter-electronic interactions into account,
Landau developed Fermi liquid theory [1, 2] which argued that a non-interacting Fermi
gas smoothly evolves into a Fermi liquid when repulsive interactions are turned on.
Conceptually, band theory and Landau's Fermi liquid theory also laid the foundation
for BCS theory of superconductivity which could be understood as the instability of
the Fermi liquid to attractive interactions.
It was known that when inter-electronic interactions become strong, they can
drive a metal-insulator transition ('Mott transition') [3, 4, 5]. At a certain level,
Mott insulators are easier to understand than Band insulators. After all, the fact
that a non-interacting gas of fermions on a lattice may not conduct at all at zero
temperature is a much more profound statement than non-conduction in the pres-
ence of strong interactions. But presence of strong interactions make any kind of
quantitative understanding of Mott insulators much more difficult than that of band
insulators. Apart from the difficult question of the nature of the metal to Mott insu-
lator transition, some very basic questions about the nature of the Mott phase itself
remain unanswered till last decade. Does a Mott insulator always break some kind
of symmetry spontaneously at zero temperature? If not, how does one character-
ize a Mott insulator that does not break any symmetries? What happens when one
dopes a Mott insulator? Condensed matter physicists have began to understand these
questions and the corresponding answers only in very recent past.
Interestingly, the classical concept of order parameter remains as valid when it
comes to describing low energy physics of most symmetry broken interacting quantum
phases. This is because the rigidity of a symmetry broken phase makes the collective
behavior of the system classical. Still, quantum mechanics plays an important role in
describing symmetry broken quantum phases in at least two ways:
" The relevant order parameters in a given problem often depend on the symmetry
of the unbroken 'mother' phase. For fermions this phase is often a Fermi liquid,
the understanding of which crucially requires quantum mechanics.
" Quantum mechanics is essential to understand the low-temperature thermo-
dynamics and transport of the ordered phases because of the quantization of
energy levels. For example, the low-temperature specific heat of solids cannot
be understood unless the quantization of levels and the fact that sound modes
have bosonic statistics are taken into account
Are there phases of matter in which quantum mechanics plays such an important
role that there is no classical description at low temperatures? Since it is the
symmetry breaking that tends to render the low energy effective behavior of a
system rather classical, one can conceive of at least two ways in which such a
situation may arise:
- In a T = 0 phase of matter that does not break any symmetries.
- Near a quantum phase transition in the "Qunatum Critical" regime.
Fermi liquids and band insulators are two simple examples which satisfy the first
criterion for a rather 'trivial' reason that fermions can't condense. Similarly,
quantum fluctuations generally do not allow long-range order in one spatial
dimension [6] at zero temperature. These examples are rather well understood
and we won't be focusing on them. The question becomes more interesting in
spatial dimensions two and three in the presence of strong interactions when
Fermi liquid theory may breakdown. As hinted above, a Mott insulator that
does not break any symmetries may be interesting from this point of view. We
discuss such examples in the rest of the chapter.
1.2 Beyond Fermi Liquids and Order Parame-
ters
The last section described the basic ideas behind solid state physics of non-
disordered systems till late 1970's. The discovery of integer and fractional
quantum hall effects [7, 8] in early 1980's forever altered the basic paradigms
of solid-state physics mention in the last section. This is because the quantum
hall effects describe phases of matter which do not have a local order parameter
field but at the same time are not smoothly connected to a trivial plasma phase
of the electrons. Such phases are characterized by a 'topological order' e.g. the
number of ground states of a fractional quantum hall system depends on the
topology of the manifold on which the system resides. The low energy theory
for these quantum Hall phases is often a Chern-Simons theory which is a topo-
logical field theory i.e. the action does not depend on the space-time metric.
These phases also have non-zero topological entanglement entropy.
In last two decades or so, a large class of time-reversal invariant non-chiral
(i.e. non-Quantum Hall) topological phases of matter have been theoretically
discovered and/or conjectured [9]. Though there are only few exactly solvable
models which support such phases, we now have better understanding of when
to expect such phases. For example, both experimental and numerical work
suggests that in fermionic systems proximity to a Mott transition could help
stabilize such phases. In bosonic and pure spin-systems, one can expect such
phases in the presence of strong frustration. Numerical techniques such as
variational Monte Carlo, DMRG and it's generalizations to higher two and three
spatial dimensional systems would help shed light on such phases in particular
models.
Despite not having a large class of exactly solvable models, there has been
tremendous progress in understanding the general structure of such phases. A
classification of non-chiral gapped topological phases has been provided by Levin
and Wen using the concept of string net condensation [10, 9]. To give a flavor
of this approach, consider a spin-1/2 system on a triangular lattice where the
interactions are such that they favor nearest neighbor spins to form a singlet
[11]. The claim is that a ground state phase wave-function corresponding to
equal weight superposition of all nearest-neighbor dimer coverings of the trian-
gular lattice is topologically ordered [11, 12, 13]. To see this, one observes that
each dimer covering of the triangular lattice corresponds to zero or more unori-
ented closed strings passing through the triangular lattice (Fig. 1-1). Thinking
Figure 1-1: A pictorial proof of emergence of Z2 electrodynamics in a short-ranged
RVB model on the triangular lattice [11, 12, 13]. Red bonds denote the actual dimer
covering while the blue ones denote a reference state. After subtracting out the
reference state one obtains a configuration consisting of closed loops on the lattice.
One may easily verify that the flux associated with the gauge-field is conserved only
mod 2.
of these closed strings as loops of electric fields, in the electric field language
this wave-function corresponds to deconfined phase of a Z2 gauge theory. Such
a phase is topologically ordered since there is no local order parameter that
distinguishes it from the high-temperature trivial paramagnet phase. It is dis-
tinguished from the trivial paramagnet phase by noticing that there are four
degenerate ground states on the torus corresponding to insertion of a unit Z2
flux through the two holes of the torus.
One common feature among these topological phases of matter is that elemen-
tary excitations of these phases carry quantum numbers that are fractions of
the microscopic degrees of freedom (fermions/bosons). As an example, Laugh-
lin's v = 1/3 state has quasiparticles which carry charge q - e/3 [14]. These
quasiparticles also have fractional statistics. Similarly, in the triangular lattice
example described in the last paragraph, the elementary excitations consist of
A/A AE7
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spin-1/2 spinons [12]. As a final example, consider a phase where electrons
break into two particles: one of them (let's call it 'chargeon') carries charge
while the other ('spinon') carries spin of the electron [15]. As we discuss in
Chapter 2, a phase where the chargeons are gapped while the spinons pair up
to form singlets has topological order. In fact, the low energy theory corre-
sponds to deconfined phase of a Z2 gauge theory. One might add that there
also exist phases where there are no well defined elementary excitations and
the system is gapless. Currently these phases are not as well understood as the
gapped topologically ordered phases [16].
1.3 Mott Insulators, Spin liquids and Slave Par-
ticles
As mentioned in the last section, one of the key concepts that helps one un-
derstand the phases beyond Fermi liquids, band insulators and superfluids is
that of a Mott insulator. In this section, we provide an introduction to the
'spin-liquid' phases of a fermionic Mott insulator. We restrict our definition of
a spin liquid to insulating phases that contain an odd number of electrons per
unit cell and do not break any symmetry of the underlying lattice Hamiltonian.
Based on our intuition that absence of symmetry breaking may lead to novel
quantum phenomena, we except spin liquids to be rather interesting phases of
matter. In fact, spin-liquids are excepted either to support gapless excitations
(which can not be Goldstone modes) or have topological order [17].
To begin with, consider electrons at half-filling on a non-bipartite lattice with
bandwidth ~ t and onsite repulsion U:
H = -tEi<i (ci 0cy + h.c.) + EfUnfn (1.1)
In the conventional band theory, a system with one electron per unit cell is al-
ways a metal. This expectation is indeed verified for U/t < 1. As U/t increases,
electronic correlations become more important and the ground state function
evolves from it's non-interacting value |ITo) that corresponds to filled Fermi sea
of non-interacting electrons. Remarkably, one can take inter-electronic interac-
tions into account by writing the interacting wave-function |W) as [18]
|W), = Pg|qPo) (1.2)
where
Pg = (1 - (1 - g)nijnj) (1.3)
Here g(U/t) is a monotonously decreasing function of U/t with g(U/t = 0) = 1.
One can verify that for all 0 < g < 1, one obtains a Fermi liquid. What
happens at g = 0? Clearly, the operator Pg=o allows only one electron per
site. Therefore, at half-filling the Hilbert space is that of a pure-spin model.
One concludes that an interaction driven metal-insulator transition occurs at
(U/t)c such that g ((U/t)c) = 0. According to Landau's Fermi liquid theory, the
wavefunction |P)g for 0 < g < 1 could be thought of as Fermi sea of dressed
electrons ('quasiparticles'). Does the wave-function |IT)-=o = (1 - nirni )|o)
admit some simple interpretation in terms of perhaps some new degrees of
freedom? This wave-function does not break any symmetries spontaneously,
nor does it correspond to a phase which is smoothly connected to the Fermi
liquid. It is not obvious what is the low-energy theory of the phase that is
captured by this wave-function.
To answer this question, let us consider the limit U/t >> 1. At U/t = oo,
the system has exponential ground state degeneracy which would get lifted for
infinitesimal t. More importantly it has a gap of O(U) to addition of a single
particle. A non-zero but small t cannot close this gap. Therefore, one obtains
an insulator at t/U < 1. Clearly, the effective Hamiltonian of this insulator
would only contain spin degrees of freedom. The lowest order perturbation
theory shows that the effective Hamiltonian is given by H f = JF Si. j
where J ~ t2 /U. What kind of order, if any, does this Mott insulator possess?
On a bipartite lattice, a nearest neighbor anti-ferromagnet would have a Neel
ground state. On a non-bipartite lattice frustration may lead to a spin-liquid
state at zero temperature though currently no examples have been confirmed to
have such a state on any lattice. Therefore, if one is interested in searching for
Mott insulators that do not break any symmetries, it is worthwhile to explore
away from the extreme limit U/t >> 1. A 2n'th order perturbation theory shows
that the effective Hamiltonian becomes
Hj = J2 Z P2 + J4 Y P4 + ... + J2n P2n (1.4)
<ij> <ijkl> i1i2 ... i2 n
where P, is the term corresponding to n-particle exchange (for example, P2
1/2 + 2 Si.Sj) and J, ~ tn/U -1 around an n-sided polygon ili 2...i 2 n. Clearly
the higher order perturbation terms favor delocalization of the electrons. In an
attempt to answer the questions related to physics of the wave-function |WI)g=o
we ask an indirect question: when is the wave-function |W)g=o a good trial
wave-function for the Hamiltonian Hyl"f?
This indirect question leads us to a different way to think about the wavefunc-
tion j)g=o. The wavefunction 'I|)g=o is written in terms of electron operators
while the Hamiltonian Hff is a pure spin model with no charge degrees of free-
dom. Therefore first we need to use the same language to describe these two
objects. One way to do is to use the slave-fermion representation for the spin
S = 1/2 operators
S ff (1.5)2
Here f = [fT fJ]T is a two-component spinor. The constraint S2 = 3/4 implies
that ftf = 1. This representation clearly has a U(1) gauge redundancy associ-
ated with the transformation ff -> e'o 9fi '. Substituting Eqn. 1.5 into Eqn.
one obtains the following Hamiltonian
Heff f fif ffja + (1.6)
<ij>
where the higher order terms are denoted by '...'. This Hamiltonian looks like
a Hamiltonian of fermions on a lattice with the hard constraint ftf = 1. Since
the above Hamiltonian is impossible to solve with currently known techniques,
we take a variational approach: we write down a trial wave-function with zero or
more variational parameters and minimize the ground state energy with respect
to the above Hamiltonian. Now we see how the slave-fermion approach relate
to the wavefunction IIW)9=o. Namely, the wavefunction 'I|)g=o after substituting
c -> f could be thought of as a trial wavefunction for the Hamiltonian Heff.
The projector P,=o just implements the constraint ft f 1.
A more formal way to derive this is to write the electron creation operator
ct as c = fib where the spinon f carries electron spin and the chargeon b
carries electron charge. The spinons and chargeons satisfy the local constraint
ftf + bt b = 1. In the putative spin-liquid phase chargeons are gapped while
spinons form a Fermi surface and the constraint reduces to ftf = 1. Inter-
estingly, as shown by Motrunich, if one considers a large-N generalization of
our slave fermion representation where one has an N-component spinor, our
trial wavefunction is the ground state at N = oo in the limit J4 > J2 [191.
Since J4 > J2 corresponds to t - U, this agrees with our above discussed intu-
ition that the wave-function |W)=o could be a good wave-function near a Mott
transition.
What is the low-energy theory of the phase when IW)g=o is a good trial wave-
function? Based on symmetry one can write down the following action for the
spinons [20]:
'The maximal redundancy involves ain SU(2) gauge field if one allows particle-hole transforma-
tion. We would not need it in our discussion here
S = E (fife'iaxxl + C.C.) + E cos(V x a) (1.7)
Here - are vertices of three dimensional space-time lattice. Though microscop-
ically gauge field is compact and thus allows monopoles, as argued by S-S. Lee
[21], the Fermi surface of spinons suppresses the monopoles making the gauge
field effectively non-compact at large distances. This means that one may make
the replacement cos(V x a) -- (V x a) 2. Therefore, the low energy theory of
the spin-liquid phase corresponds to Fermi surface of the spinons coupled to
a massless photon [20]. Now we have answered our originally posed questions
regarding the nature of excitations in the phase corresponding to the wavefunc-
tion ')g,_o. The effective description is not in terms of Landau's quasiparticles
but rather in terms of fractionalized particles ('spinons') and emergent photons.
1.4 Experimental Motivation for Fractionalized
Phases
Since the core idea common to all chapters of this thesis is fractionalization in
time reversal invariant systems, here we discuss the experimental motivation
to study such phases. We focus on K - ET organic materials, in particular
K - (ET)2Cu 2 (CN) 3 (abbreviated KCN below) which is the focus of a substantial
portion of this thesis [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. Some of the interesting
features of this material are:
- At ambient pressure rCN is a Mott insulator which doesn't order till lowest
observed temperatures (- 32 mK) [22] (Fig. 1-2 and Fig. 1-3).
- As the pressure is increased, it undergoes a Mott transition to a supercon-
ductor at approximately 0.4 GPa. Further increase in pressure leads to a
metal [23].
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- The insulating phase shows a T-linear specific heat contribution from the
electrons [25] (Fig. 1-4).
- The thermal conductivity rK in the insulator is linear in T above approxi-
mately 1K [53] (Fig. 1-5)
- The superconducting order parameter is suspected to have non s-wave
orbital symmetry [26].
- The superconducting phase seemingly has gapless excitations [26] (Fig.
1-7).
- The Knight shift across the finite temperature superconducting phase tran-
sition is non-zero but small [26]. As mentioned in Ref. [26] one must be
careful in interpreting this result because of the rf heating problem that is
sometimes encountered in pulse NMR measurements of good conductors
at low temperatures.
- The susceptibility across the Mott insulator doesn't show appreciable change
[26] (Fig. 1-6).
These observations point towards presence of gapless excitations in the Mott
insulating phase. This is very puzzling since there is no indication of any kind
of symmetry breaking in the insulating phase. Even if the spin-rotational sym-
metry was broken at the zero temperature, one would rather expect T 2 specific
heat contribution from the corresponding Goldstone modes in two spatial di-
mensions.
One route to understand these experiments is to invoke fractionalization of the
electrons discussed in section 1.3 [30]. For example, consider a scenario where
the electrons break up into chargeons and spinons as mentioned earlier. If
the chargeons are gapped and the spinons form a Fermi surface, one would then
obtain a Mott insulator with no spin-ordering. Naively, one might have thought
that the Fermi surface of the spinons would readily yield a T-linear specific heat
akin to Fermi surface of electrons. It turns out that this is not correct since
the spinons are coupled to the gauge field a (Eqn. 1.7). After taking gauge
fluctuations into account, one finds that the low T specific heat goes as T2 .
One way out, as we discuss in Chapter 2, is to pair the spinons so as to break
that U(1) gauge redundancy to Z2. if the spinons pair into a nodal d-wave
state, this leads to T-linear specific heat at low temperature in the presence of
disorder.
This slave-particle construction also provides a natural route to explain the
superconductivity. Since the spinons are already paired into singlet in the in-
sulating phase, the condensation of chargeons across the Mott transition would
lead to a superconducting phase with the same orbital symmetry as that of
spinons in the insulating phase. In our variational calculation, we find a d.2-2
symmetry for the spinons pairing gap. Such a state also explains the non-zero
i,/T at small T since the d_2_2 state would have nodes along the spinon Fermi
surface that would give a (universal) contribution to </T. This proposal does
not explain all experiments. For example, the magnetic field independence of
specific heat at low T is difficult to explain within this scenario. We discuss
various issues and more details of this proposal in chapter 2.
1.5 Fractionalization and 'Non-Landau' Phase
Transitions
Having described phases of matter whose low-energy theory involves fraction-
alized particles, it is not difficult to conceive of phase-transitions whose critical
action has similar description [31].
Having understood that topological phases of matter can exist, at a certain
level, constructing such phase transitions with fractionalized degrees of freedom
is rather simple. We recall that in the renormalization group (RG) sense, a
critical point is a fixed point with one relevant direction while a stable phase
of matter has no relevant directions. If we can think of a fractionalized phase
which has a tunable parameter whose relevancy is conditional, then we would
have constructed a phase transition whose critical degrees of freedom are frac-
tionalized. To be concrete, consider a insulating phase on a lattice whose low-
energy theory is given by compact gauge field a minimally coupled to Dirac
spinons 4, [16]:
S Jd3X [4,y" (0,, - ia,1 ) V) + cos(V x a) (1.8)
is a Dirac spinor with N-flavors. The physical spin operator would be bilinear
in 4. In the absence of any matter fields (N = 0), this theory is confining while
at N = oc the spinons are deconfined. Based on arguments in Ref. [32], it is
believed that this theory deconfines at N = Nc where Nc may be large (and non-
integer!) but is non-infinite. Therefore, for N > Nc one obtains a fractionalized
phase ('algebraic spin liquid) while for N < Ne one obtains a confining phase
which would most likely break certain symmetries, the details of which may
depend on the exact details of the regularization and how V) transforms under
various lattice symmetries. Right at N = N, one obtains a phase transition
between these two phases, the relevant parameter here being the fugacity of
the monopoles which renormalizes to zero in the fractionalized phase while is
dangerously relevant in the confining phase. The critical theory is given by Eqn.
1.8 with the replacement cos(T x a) -+ (V x a)
The above example is somewhat artificial since one cannot tune the number of
flavors N continuously. Interestingly, the phase transition between Neel antifer-
romagnet and valence bond solid (VBS) phase on the square lattice presents a
physically relevant example containing similar physics [31]. We first write down
the critical theory and then explain its meaning:
Scritical = Jd3x [|(,0 - ia,)zj2 + (V x d)2 (1.9)
Here z = [z1 z2] is a two-component bosonic spinon with the constraint ztz = 1
while a is a (non-compact) photon field. How are the physical order parameters
(Neel and VBS) related to the variables in the critical theory? The Neel vector
N is simply given by N = zfuz and hence z indeed corresponds to fractionalized
variables. The VBS order parameter is more interesting. As shown by Read and
Sachdev, the VBS order parameter V is identified with the monopole creation
operator of the photon field [33]. In the Neel phase these monopoles correspond
to space-time events where the skyrmion number Nskyrm = -N . &2N X 9y N
changes by t1. In the Neel phase, monopoles are gapped and irrelevant while
in the VBS phase they are strongly relevant and in fact responsible for the Z4
structure of the VBS order parameter. As argued in [31], right at the critical
point, subtle berry phase effects render the monopoles irrelevant and hence one
obtains the deconfinement of spinons as captured by the action in Eqn. 1.9.
Therefore, one obtains fractionalization only at the critical point.
Interestingly, from the standpoint of Landau's theory of classical phase transi-
tions, this transition is forbidden to be of second order. This is because the two
order parameters are not related to each other from symmetry point of view.
Therefore such transitions are often referred to as 'non-Landau'. Why and how
does quantum mechanics alters the classical intuition in such a crucial way? The
reason is rather interesting: the defects in the VBS phase carry the quantum
numbers of the Neel phase and vice-versa. As these defects are proliferated,
one obtains Neel/VBS order at the expense of VBS/Neel. To be concrete, the
domain walls in the VBS phase carry a single spinon at their core while as
mentioned above, the skyrmion creation operator is identified with VBS order
parameter in the Neel phase. As we show in the Chapter 4, one way to see this
is via the 0(5) non-linear sigma formulation of the deconfined quantum critical
point.
One might wonder whether there exist realistic models that show the phenomena
of deconfined quantum criticality. Remarkably, extensive numerical work on
rather simple models initiated by Sandvik has shown that in fact they do [34, 35].
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Figure 1-8: The angular distribution of the VBS ordering taken from Ref. [35]. (a)
and (c) are distributions for two different models near the criticality while (b) and (d)
correspond to distributions away from criticality. One clearly observes the crossover
from Z4 -+ U(1) as one approaches the transition. For more details please see Ref.
[35]
Consider the model Hamiltonian,
H = J $S.3 -- Q S.5 - . (1.10)
<ij> P
on a square lattice. Here E, denotes sum over all plaquettes (i, j, k, I are the
vertices of the corresponding plaquettes). In the limit J > K, one clearly
obtains a Neel state while in the opposite limit, the K term leads to one of the
four-fold degenerate VBS states. As shown by Sandvik [34, 35], one obtains a
direct phase transition between the Neel and VBS states at a certain critical
ratio (J/Q)c with rather large anomalous exponents for Neel and VBS states
consistent with the theory proposed in references [31]. Further, these numerics
also demonstrated emergent U(1) symmetry at the critical point (Fig. 1-8) .
1.6 Overview of the Thesis
To help the reader navigate, we present an outline of the thesis in this section.
Chapter 2 is motivated by the phenomenology of r,-ET insulators/superconductors.
We investigate an antiferromagnetic ring-exchange model on a triangular lat-
tice using a variational Monte Carlo approach. The interesting result is that an
orientational symmetry breaking spin-liquid has the minimum energy and that
it explains many of the experiments [30].
Chapter 3 is motivated by the numerical results of Harada et al [36] where they
find a second order phase transition between a nematic and dimer phases in
a spin S = 1 bilinear-biquadratic Hamiltonian. We find that if the nematic
ordering is disordered by condensing disclinations (point defects of the nematic
phase) then quantum Berry phase effects induce dimerization in the resulting
paramagnet [37]. A field theory for the putative Landau-forbidden second order
transition between the spin nematic and dimerized states is developed.
In chapter 4 we study the properties of two dimensional topological spin hall
insulators which arise through spontaneous breakdown of spin symmetry in
spin rotation invariant systems. We find that the skyrmion configurations in
the vector order parameter corresponding to the symmetry broken phase carry
electric charge that is twice the electron charge [38]. When the spin Hall order
is destroyed by condensation of skyrmions superconductivity results. This may
happen either through doping or at fixed filling by tuning interactions to close
the skyrmion gap. In the latter case the superconductor- spin Hall insulator
quantum phase transition can be second order even though the two phases break
distinct symmetries.
In chapter 5 we study a time-reversal invariant non-abelian spin-liquid state in
an SU(2) symmetric spin S = 1 quantum magnet on a triangular lattice. The
spin-liquid is obtained by quantum disordering a non-collinear nematic state.
We show that such a spin-liquid cannot be obtained by the standard projective
construction for spin-liquids. We also study phase transition between the spin-
liquid and the non-collinear nematic state and show that it cannot be described
within Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson paradigm.
In chapter 6 we study quantum phase transitions from easy-plane antiferro-
magnetic metals to paramagnetic metals in Kondo-Heisenberg lattice systems.
If the paramagnetic metal is a fractionalized Fermi liquid then the universal
critical properties of the phase transition are unaffected for a weak Kondo cou-
pling even when the Fermi surface intersects the magnetic zone boundary [39].
This is in striking contrast to the conventional theory of phase transitions be-
tween paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic metals where any Kondo coupling
is strongly relevant, and leads to a Landau-damped 'Hertz-Millis' theory. The
electron quasi-particle remains well-defined in the quantum critical regime and
the critical spin fluctuations only contribute subleading corrections to the vari-
ous properties of conduction electrons.
Chapter 2
Weak Mott insulators on the
triangular lattice: possibility of a
gapless nematic quantum spin
liquid
2.1 Introduction
In the last few years the quasi-two dimensional organic salts r, - (ET)2 Cu2 (CN)3 and
EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2 2 (abbreviated respectively as KCN and DMIT in the chapter)
have emerged as possible realizations of Mott insulators in the long sought 'quantum
spin liquid' state [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. These layered materials are believed to
be well described by the single band Hubbard model on a nearly isotropic triangular
lattice. At ambient pressure they are Mott insulators which do not order magnetically
down to temperatures ~ 30mK (much lower than the exchange J - 250K inferred
from high temperature susceptibility) [22, 29]. The low temperature phase is charac-
terized by a linear T dependent heat capacity, and a finite spin susceptibility just like
in a metal (even though the material is insulating) [22, 25, 27] indicating the presence
of low lying spin excitations. There is a sharp crossover or possibly a phase transition
at a low temperature ? 5K signalled by a peak in the heat capacity, and the onset
of a drop in the susceptibility [22, 25]. Further an external magnetic field induces
inhomogeneity that is evidenced by a broadening of the NMR line [24]. Application
of moderate pressure (~ 0.5GPa) induces a transition to a superconductor (KCN) or
metal (DMIT) [23].
Broadly speaking a spin-liquid ground state of a Mott insulator cannot be smoothly
deformed to the ground state of any electronic band insulator. The theoretical pos-
sibility of quantum spin liquids has been appreciated for a long time [40]. Many
sharply distinct spin-liquid phases are possible. Further, any quantum spin liquid
state possesses exotic excitations with fractional quantum number and various asso-
ciated topological structures. The distinction between different quantum spin liquid
phases is reflected in distinctions of the structure of the low energy effective theory
of these excitations.
Currently the most promising candidate materials all seem to share a few key
properties. First they are weak Mott insulator that are easily driven metallic by
application of pressure. Second they appear to have gapless spin carrying excitations.
We are thus lead to study possible gapless spin liquid behavior in weak Mott insulators
to understand these materials.
At this point several questions arise: What is a good description of the putative
spin liquid Mott state seen in experiments mentioned above? What is the connection
between the superconducting state and the underlying spin liquid state that becomes
unstable upon applying pressure? What is the nature of the finite temperature transi-
tions/crossovers? We find, using a variational Monte Carlo analysis of the energetics
of several possible wave functions for a spin Hamiltonian with Heisenberg and ring ex-
change interactions, that the nodal d-wave projected BCS state is the best candidate
for the spin liquid. This state has gapless spin excitations and can naturally explain
many of the experiments in iCN though a number of open questions remain. We also
study the antiferromagnetic J4, ferromagnetic J2 model and find that amongst the
studied ansitze, a projected f--wave state is most favorable. This may have bearing
on the explanation of the observed gapless spin-liquid behavior in He-3 films [41].
2.1.1 Summary of results
Our results are based on the model Hamiltonian [19]
H = 2J2  SrSr + J4 (P1234+ h.c)
<rr!'>G
= J2 H2 + J4H4  (2.1)
Here Sr are spin-1/2 operators at the sites of a triangular lattice. The second term
sums over all elementary parallelograms, and P 1234 performs a cyclic exchange of the
four spins at the sites of the parallelogram. The multiple ring exchange is expected
to be significant due to the proximity to the Mott transition in the organics. It is
known that the 3 sublattice Neel order vanishes beyond a critical J4/J 2 ~ 0.1 [42]
that can lead to novel spin liquid phases with no long range spin order.
We study various paired spin liquid states for the J2 - J4 model using variational
Monte Carlo calculations. In terms of wavefunctions, paired states may be described
by Gutzwiller projected BCS states. Two natural states (which retain the full sym-
metry of the triangular lattice) are projected singlet d,2,2 + id., and nodal triplet
fra-axy2 wave states. Remarkably in a range of J4/J 2 with both J2, J4 antiferromag-
netic we find that a projected singlet dX2_2 state has better energy than either of
these states. The d22_ 2 state is a gapless Z 2 spin liquid state with nodal fermionic
spinons and gapped Z2 vortices (visons). In addition it spontaneously breaks the
discrete rotational symmetry of the triangular lattice but preserves lattice transla-
tional symmetry. Thus it is a gapless Z 2 spin liquid coexisting with a 'nematic' or
orientational order parameter. The pairing structure of the spinons determines the
pairing structure of the superconductor that forms under pressure. Thus we propose
a nodal d-wave state for the pressure induced superconductor as well. Due to the
discrete broken rotational symmetry both the insulator and the superconductor will
have non-trivial finite temperature phase transitions in an ideal sample. We describe
these and comment on their implications for the experiments.
We also study the J2 - J4 Hamiltonian for ferromagnetic J2 while keeping the
J4 antiferromagnetic. In this case we find that of all the states studied, the triplet
fx3- 3 V2 wave state has the minimum energy for a large range of J4 /J 2 . This result
may have implications for the gapless spin-liquid behavior observed in 2-D He-3 films
[41].
2.1.2 Relation to earlier Work
Previous studies on the above model used a Gutzwiller projected filled Fermi sea to
interpret the experiments [19]. The low energy theory of this state is described by
a gapless Fermi surface of neutral spin-1/2 fermionic spinons coupled to a massless
U(1) gauge field (also obtained [20] within a Hubbard model description). Ref. [19]
concluded that such a state is indeed the minimum energy state for the J2 - J4
Hamiltonian for J4 /J 2 , 0.30 but the results were not conclusive for smaller values of
J4 /J 2 . In particular, Ref. [19] found that many different projected BCS states in this
regime have competitive energies making it difficult to pin-point the true ground state.
One of our goals is to resolve this ambiguity regarding the paired state. Theoretically,
projected BCS states result as a condensation of the spinon pairs that gaps out the
U(1) gauge field, and the resulting state is described as a Z2 spin liquid. As was
pointed out in the Ref. [43], such states could explain a sharp crossover observed at
T - 5K in the experiments that could be associated with 'pairing' of spinons . Ref.
[43] suggested an exotic paired state that retains a finite gapless portion of the spinon
Fermi surface. The possibility of a more conventional triplet paired Z2 state induced
by Kohn-Luttinger effects [44] of the spinons has also been pointed out.
Earlier numerical studies on the Hubbard model have also shed light on the zero-
temperature phase diagram of half-filled triangular lattice [45, 46, 47]. Of course,
our model Hamiltonian (Eqn. 2.1) could be thought of as a low-energy limit of
a Hubbard model in the insulating regime where we have allowed virtual charge-
fluctuations upto four-particle exchange. Using a variational wave-function approach,
Ref. [46] didn't find any evidence for a spin-liquid state and concluded that the
insulating regime of the phase diagram is always magnetically ordered. Instead Refs.
[45, 47], using different variational wave-functions, found evidence for a projected
nodal d-wave wavefunction in the insulating regime in agreement with our result
for the ring-exchange Hamiltonian. Though it is not obvious to us which of these
studies [45, 46, 47] describe the correct ground state of the half-filled triangular lattice
Hubbard model, it is desirable that a theoretical description of the organic salts rKCN
or DMIT be consistent with the lack of any apparent order in the insulating regime
apart, apart from being able to address other unusual properties mentioned above.
We show in this chapter that the projected nodal d-wave spin liquid state successfully
captures many of these features. Since ours is a pure spin model, a direct comparison
of the ground state energy with that obtained from variational studies on Hubbard
model is not possible.
2.1.3 Outline
The chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.2 we describe the various variational
paired spin liquid states considered in our study along with a brief description of the
method of optimization for these variational states. In section 2.3 we provide a short
summary of the numerical technique of Variational Monte Carlo (VMC). The main
results are described in section 2.4. In particular, we show that the projected nodal
dX2_Y2 state has the minimum energy of all the states considered. In section 2.5 we
discuss the consequences and predictions of this result in the light of experimental
work on organic superconductors. Section 2.6 considers the finite temperature phase
diagram for the nodal d-wave superconductor and corresponding projected spin liquid.
We conclude with summary and discussion in section 2.7.
2.2 Variational wave-functions
Various variational states may be constructed by starting with a system of spin-1/2
fermionic spinons fm, hopping on a finite triangular lattice of size Li x L2 at half-filling
with a "mean field" Hamiltonian:
HMlF -- trr,'ftfr'o-+ ( , frr fi Tf + h.c. (2.2)
rr'
The variational spin wave-function II),ar - PG l')MF where the Gutzwiller pro-
jector PG = Hi (1 - nitni) ensures exactly one spinon per site. Unknown parameters
in IP),ar are fixed by minimizing the energy Evar= ('I var|H|WI)var/( var|W')var (with
H given by Eq. 2.1) with only nearest neighbor trr' = t. The simplest |IW)MF cor-
responds to Arri = 0 i.e. a filled Fermi sea. The corresponding |I')va, = |)PFL
PG (n'g f!) 0) with no variational parameters. The prime on the product implies
restriction to k such that the single-spinon level q < Ef, the Fermi energy. More com-
plex variational wave-functions are obtained with different patterns of non-zero Arri
which correspond to various projected BCS wavefunctions |')cPBCS PGBCS)
PG t N/2 0). Here 4 = A [/ ( + -+ |Ag|2 with ( = ek - i. Fur-
ther we write A , the Fourier transform of A,,,, as A = AoF(k) where the form of
F(k) is fully determined from a particular pattern of Arr' (or equivalently, a particu-
lar Cooper pair channel). The two variational parameters: gap parameter A0 and the
'chemical potential' y, are both determined by minimizing the energy. The minimiza-
tion is done as follows. We first calculate the expectation value of the two-particle
exchange term H2 and the four-particle exchange term H4 in Eqn. 2.1 separately for
a discrete set of values (py, Ao,) such that [tmin < pn < ymax, Amin < Aon < Amax.
The ranges for pmin/max, Aomin/max are chosen based on a preliminary minimization of
the energy Eva, such that the optimum values fp, Ao lie within this range for all value
of J4 /J 2 we are interested in. Having obtained the discretized functions H 2 (pa, Aon)
and H 4 (py, Aon), the optimization for any particular value of J4 /J 2 is achieved by
simply picking the minimum of the function J2 H 2 (An, Aon) + J4 H4 (pn, Aon).
The properties of the three superconducting gap functions are as follows: The
dx2_Y2 + idzy state is invariant under spin rotation, lattice rotation and translation
symmetries, but breaks both time-reversal and parity. After projection it corresponds
to the 'chiral spin-liquid' state [48]. The dx2_,,2 state is a spin-singlet with a cos(20)
Figure 2-1: Angular dependence of superconducting order parameter for the
dx2_Y2, d22_2 -+ idxy and fa-3xy2 states.
angular dependence (0 is the angle subtended by a bond). It breaks lattice rota-
tional symmetry while preserving translations and time-reversal. Finally, the triplet
fr3xU.2-wave state has orbital part varying as cos(30) while in spin-space it has zero
projection along a quantization axis. This breaks spin rotation but preserves all the
lattice symmetries and time reversal. Both dX2_,2 and fX3-3xy2 possess nodes along
the Fermi surface in k-space while d_2 Y2 + idxy is fully gapped. Figure 2-1 shows
the angular dependence of the SC gap Arr, corresponding these three states on the
triangular lattice.
2.3 Determinantal/Variational Monte Carlo
In this section we describe the numerical technique of determinantal Monte Carlo
which is used to calculate the expectation values Eva, = ('I var|H|'W)ar/( varl|)var.
To begin with one notes that the variational wave-functions |WJ)var = PGI)AIF de-
scribed in the previous section have a relatively straightforward interpretation in the
real space. Namely, they correspond to superposition of many long-ranged dimer
coverings of the lattice. The number of such dimer coverings grow exponential with
the system size and hence it is not possible to calculate th expectatation value Eva,
analyitcally. The trick to evaluate expectation values such as Evar lies in the fact
that they can be reformulated as a Monte Carlo average over a certain probability
distribution function. For example, consider the expectation value
(WE|'F)
(0) (2.3)
where E is some operator. Inserting resolution of unity E, I a) (al one obtains
(6) = (al | a) (1F) (2.4)
Here I a)'s correspond to complete set of states diagonal in the real space (recall
that the Hilbert state consists of one electron per site). For example, for a two elec-
tron, two site system, I a1) = c c |0) , I a2) = C 10) , I a3 ) = cTC 0) , a4) =
c11c2 |0).
The important point is that the above equation may be rewritten as
(0) = Eaf (a)p(a) (2.5)
where
(a|I8|# ) (#31IF)f (a) = E" -) (2.6)
and
p(a) = Kaj)12 (2.7)
Clearly, p(a) > 0 and Ep(a) = 1. This implies that p(a) is a valid probability
distribution function and the the expectation values such as (9) can be evaluated
using Monte Carlo technique. Specifically, one performs a random walk through the
configuration space {a} with weight p(a) and take the Monte Carlo average of the
quantity f(a) along the way. We use Metropolis algorithm for satisfying the detailed
balance. Therefore, the transition probability T(a -+ a') for going from configuration
a to a' is
T(a -* a') = 1, if p(a') > p(a)
p(a') P (2.8)
a' is generated from a by exchange of two randomly chosen electrons of opposite
spin. This is advantageous for the following reason. The calculation of the ratio
p(a')/p(a') in general requires O(Ns) steps where N is the total number of electrons
since p(a) is the square of a (Slater) determinant. On the other hand, if a and a'
differ only by exhchange of two electrons, then this ratio can be calculated in O(N 2 )
steps [50].
Therefore the overall procedure is as follows: one generates a series of configu-
rations {ai, a 2 , .. .}. Measurement of the function f(a) is made roughly after every
N configurations (defined as one Monte Carlo step) since measurements at shorter
'time-scales' would be correlated. Finally, the average (8) is calculated using the
measurements made over a large number of Monte Carlo Steps (typically 10 - 106).
2.4 Results
2.4.1 Anti-ferromagnetic J2
Fig. 2-2(a) shows the the difference JE = EPBCS - EPFL for the three paired states,
namely projected d,2_2 + idzy, fX33xy2 and dx2_2. Clearly for J4 /J 2 > 0.25 the
projected Fermi liquid is the best variational state. Interestingly, for a wide range of
parameters 0.10 < J4/J2< 0.23 the projected dX2_ 2 wins over the projected Fermi
liquid as well as the other two paired states. In the regime 0.23 < J4/J23 0.25, the
error bars preclude any conclusion. Fig. 2-2(b) shows the optimal value of the gap
parameter Ao for these three states. Consistent with the results for optimal energy,
Ao ~ 0 for J4 /J 2 > 0.25 while for 0.10 < J4/J2 < 0.23 the state d,2,2 has a non-zero
and largest value of Ao among all paired states. For smaller values of J4 /J 2 (,< 0.10)
it is expected that the spin-rotation symmetry breaking spiral state would be the
ground state of H [42]. In addition, we also studied a projected Fermi liquid with
staggered flux -1 through alternate triangular plaquettes. We found that the energy
has minima at D = 0, r and that the 0 flux state |I') PFL is always lower in energy
than the ir flux state for all values of J4 /J 2 .
Heuristically, large values of J4/J 2 favors delocalization of electrons. Thus it is
not surprising that PFL is the ground state for large J4 /J 2 . Since J2 > 0, the
triplet paired f-wave state is expected to be unfavorable, consistent with our results.
Further, the electrons are more delocalized in the nodal-dX2_ 2 compared to d,2Y2 +
idxy since the latter is fully gapped. Thus for values of J4/J 2 not so small as to
induce spiral order for spins but small enough that PFL is destabilized, our result
that a projected nodal paired state is favored seems reasonable. Our results connect
well with earlier variational Monte Carlo [45] and other numerical studies [49] of
superconducting states in anisotropic triangular lattice Hubbard models which also
found good evidence for a nodal d-wave state.
2.4.2 Ferromagnetic J2
We also analyze the zero-temperature phase diagram for ferromagnetic J2 (Fig. 2-
3). Clearly at J4 - 0, J2 < 0, one obtains a fully polarized ferromagnet. For any
J4 > 0, expectedly we found that the spin-triplet projected nodal f-wave state is
favored over the spin-singlet projected nodal d-wave and d + id states. The projected
f-wave state becomes favorable also compared to the ferromagnet for J4 /J 2 > 0.40.
Finally for J4 /J 2 > 1.5, we find that the optimal value of A ~ 0 for the projected
f-wave state and thus the projected FL (PFL) state has the lowest energy. This is
not very surprising since for -J 4 /J 2 > 1, the sign of J2 shouldn't matter and thus
the result is same as that for the anti-ferromagnetic J2 case. Overall, the projected
nodal f-wave state has the lowest energy of all the states considered (ferromagnet
and the projected d, d + id, f, FL states) for 1.5 > J4/J2 > 0.4.
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Figure 2-2: Left: Difference between EPBCS and EPFL for various paired states in the
units of J2 . The calculations are done oi a 10 x 11 lattice with anti-periodic boundary
conditions using the standard Metropolis Monte Carlo [51] with 105 sweeps. Right:
Gap parameter A0 for various paired states in units of t.
Under what circumstances is the ferromagnetic J2 ring-exchange model relevant?
Technically, a three-particle ring exchange term with strength J3 (> 0) contributes fer-
romagnetically to the two-particle exchange because its sole effect is the replacement
J2 -> J2 - 2J 3 . Thus for J3 > J2/2, one would obtain a ferromagnetic ring-exchange
model. However, a derivation of the ring-exchange Hamiltonian starting from the
Hubbard model with only onsite repulsion has J, = 0 for n odd irrespective of the
underlying lattice. Since the organic salts rCN or DMIT are believed to be well-
described by the Hubbard model, we believe that the ferromagnetic model is not
relevant to their physics. On the other hand, as shown by Ceperley and Jacucci, [52]
J3 is indeed non-zero and bigger than J2/2. Therefore, our results for ferromagnetic
J2 ring-exchange model may have implications for the observed spin-liquid behavior
in two-dimensional He-3 films [41]. Further investigation in this direction would be
desirable.
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Figure 2-3: Left: Difference between Epf-wave and EPFL as a function of J4 /J 2 for
ferromagnetic J2 . Both projected nodal d and d + id have optimal value of Ao = 0 for
this sign of J2 and hence are not favorable compared to PFL. Right: Gap parameter
Ao for projected nodal f-wave as a function of J4 /J 2.
2.5 Predictions and comparison with experiments
We now describe various properties of the state described by the nodal d-wave paired
wavefunction. A mean field Hamiltonian that describes the excitations of this state is
simply the HMF of Eqn. 2.2. Fluctuations about the mean field state are described
by coupling the spinons to a Z2 gauge field. This state is thus an example of a Z2
spin liquid. The excitations of the Z2 gauge field are Z2 flux configurations (known
as visons) which are gapped in this spin liquid phase. The low energy physics is then
correctly described by the BCS Hamiltonian HMF. Many properties of the nodal
d-wave spin liquid at low temperature are thus similar to the familiar spin physics
of a nodal d-wave superconductor. We now describe some of these in relation to the
experiments.
Specific heat and spin susceptibility: In the absence of impurities, the density of
states for a nodal superfluid vanishes linearly with energy and consequently the spe-
cific heat C = aT2 where the coefficient a is, in principle, determined by the velocities
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Figure 2-4: Schematic sketch of the expected specific heat curve. The left panel shows
the "mean field" behavior. The full line is in the clean limit, and the dashed line the
modification due to impurity scattering. The right panel shows the expected behavior
when gauge fluctuations beyond mean field are included.
that characterize the nodal dispersion of the spinons. Impurity scattering generates
a non-zero density of states leading to a specific heat C - 'yT, and a constant spin
susceptibility Xo as T -+ 0. Further the low-T Wilson ratio XT/C is constant of order
one. All of these are in agreement with the experiments on the organic spin liquid
materials.
The impurity scattering rate can be roughly estimated by equating the entropies
of the paired nodal spin liquid and 'normal' states at T*, where T* is a mean field or
crossover scale below which the pairing sets in (Fig. 2-4). Above T* spinons may be
described as having a gapless Fermi surface with a specific heat C = yspinonT. Here
7sprnorn -- 2 /3)kspinon(Ef) and nspinon(Ef) = 028/tsp is the spinon density
of states at the Fermi energy. Equating the entropies of the paired and normal
states at T*, we estimate a = 27,pinon/T*. Impurities will cut-off the T 2 specific
heat of the nodal spin liquid at a scale F and lead to a low-T gamma coefficient
given by y - aF/kB = 2spinonF/(kBT*). Now tspinon < 2J 2 ~ 250 K and from the
measured low-T specific heat with y ~ 15mJK-2mol- 1, we estimate an impurity
scattering rate F < 0.25kBT* 1.5K. While F is reasonably small compared to
superconducting gap it is appreciable enough to generate a constant density of states
at low energy and lead to an apparent Fermi-liquid like behavior in the specific heat
at the lowest temperatures accessible, consistent with the experiments [25]. The
experiments also apparently show that the low temperature linear specific heat is
insensitive to magnetic fields upto about 8 T. This poses a difficulty for the present
theory as the Zeeman coupling to the field is expected to increase the low energy
density of states. Indeed the prior proposal of an 'Amperean' paired state [43] was
partly motivated by the insensitivity of the specific heat to a magnetic field. However
as discussed below the Amperean pairing has some difficulty with describing the
superconducting state that develops under pressure.
Thermal conductivity: Nodal spinons (as also dirty d-wave superconductors) lead to
a finite 'universal' metallic thermal conductivity K ~ T as T - 0. In practice however
observation of this effect requires low temperatures to eliminate the phonon contri-
bution. In thermal transport measurements on KCN, a plot of K/T as a function of
T2 of data above 1 K indeed extrapolates to a constant in the zero temperature limit.
However, data for T < 0.5 K rapidly extrapolates to zero and has been interpreted
as evidence for a gap [53]. We do not have an explanation of this phenomenon.
Field induced inhomogeneity: At ambient pressure NMR studies of KCN show the
development of a magnetic-field induced inhomogeneity [24]. Within our theory this
may be rationalized as follows. Due to the effect proposed by Motrunich [54], the
external magnetic field induces an internal magnetic field for the spinons which can
lead to vortices (visons) of the spinon pair condensate. The resulting 'mixed state'
is inhomogeneous that occurs below the pairing scale and increases in proportion to
the field.
T = 0 phase diagram under pressure and superconductivity: In general pressure in-
creases the ratio t/U which implies an increase of J4 /J 2 leading to suppression of the
pair amplitude. Thus increasing pressure suppresses the pairing transition. Increasing
pressure also leads to an insulator-to-metal transition. Clearly two situations are pos-
sible depending on whether the pair order is killed before or after this metal-insulator
transition. In the latter case superconductivity will be obtained in the metal close to
the Mott phase boundary. We propose that this is realized in KCN. On the other
hand superconductivity has not been found in DMIT under pressure. We suggest
that in this material the pair order is killed under pressure before the metal-insulator
transition. An interesting experimental test of this suggestion is to study the Mott
insulating phase of DMIT at pressures just below the metal-insulator phase bound-
ary. Here the spinon Fermi surface state, with its characteristic signatures such as, for
instance, the T2/3 heat capacity (produced by gauge fluctuations) will then survive
to low-T without any pairing transition.
If the pairing extends into the metallic phase the superconductor that results will
also have d2_Y2 symmetry, and will (for an ideal isotropic triangular lattice) break
lattice rotational symmetry. The spinons of the insulator now become the nodal
Bogoliubov quasiparticles of this d-wave superconductor. Thus the low temperature
specific heat and spin susceptibilities of the superconductor will behave similarly to
that of the spin liquid insulator. Further the NMR relaxation rate 1/T 1 T ~ T 2 for
T > F (the impurity scattering rate) and will saturate to a constant at the lowest
temperatures. The former is in agreement with existing data on rKCN for T close to
Tc [26]. Such a relaxation rate is not expected within the alternate Amperean paired
state [43], making it difficult to connect the pairing transition in the spin liquid with
that in the metal. The NMR data [26] also shows that the Knight shift is only
weakly suppressed on entering the superconducting state. However this may be due
to complications associated with sample heating [55].
2.6 Finite-T phase diagram
For an ideal isotropic triangular lattice the broken discrete rotational symmetry of
the nodal d-wave state leads to an interesting finite temperature phase diagram as
shown in Fig. 2-5. Let the pairing field Aa(F) = (circj+aj - ci;c+aj) on the bond
along direction & emanating out of the site r. Denoting the angle between e and the
x-axis by Oa, the order parameter for the nematic superconductor may be written as
T(J) Z cos(20a - d)A&(r-) (2.9)
PBCS PFL FL PBCS BCS FL
P P
(a) (b)
Figure 2-5: Schematic pressure-temperature phase diagram for the nodal d-wave state.
Figure (a)/(b) corresponds to the case when the pair order is killed before/after the
Mott transition (denoted by 'x'). Phase I corresponds to the finite temperature three-
fold symmetry breaking nematic insulator. The details of the regions II and II' are
determined by the nature of the Mott transition and/or finite-T crossover phenomena
associated with the FL/PFL. We do not discuss it in this chapter (please see Ref.
[56] for a theory of region II). The phase III has long-range nematic order and
power-law superconducting order while in the region IV both these orders have only
power-law correlations. Please see the text for discussion of the associated phase
transitions.
where the angle # describes the orientation of the strong bond of the pair and the
sum is over the six possible bond orientations. Since the orientational order is pre-
served under the symmetry operation corresponding to lattice inversion, # takes
one of three discrete values 0, 27r/3, 47r. Defining 0+(r) = Ea 2 0a6 Ae(r -* and
(V) = Ed e- 2ioaAa ()eiw, we may write
9 = + + (2.10)
The fields 0± carry electric charge 2, spin 0 and transforms non-trivially under
lattice and time reversal symmetries. In terms of these new variables, the orientational
order parameter is proportional to P*@_. In describing the finite-T phase transition
it will be convenient to allow # to vary continuously and to impose the discreteness
softly through an anisotropy term proportional to ($ )_3 + c.c.
First consider the dX2_,,2 paired spin liquid that breaks the discrete orientational
symmetry. In the spin-liquid both 7p+ are coupled to a fictitious U(1) gauge field a with
gauge charge two. In a phase-only description, one may write V)+ = eO, _ = ei02. A
Landau expansion for the free energy F, consistent with all the symmetries is readily
written down in terms of 01, 02 as
F1  = d2 x cos(VI - 2a) + cos(V62 - 2d)
+v cos (3 (01 - 02)) + U cos(V0 1 - 2a)cos(V 2 - 2a)
+( X )2 (2.11)
Choosing the gauge 02 = 0, one finds that the above expression for F, corresponds
to an XY model with three-fold anisotropy for the field 01. It is known that the critical
behavior of this model corresponding to the ordering transition lies in the three state
Potts universality class. Thus as the temperature is increased, the insulating nematic
phase undergoes a phase transition in the three-state Potts universality class at a
certain temperature, say, Tc1 . This corresponds to the phase boundary between phase
I and II' in Fig. 2-5 (b).
The nematic order also leads to a richer finite-T phase diagram in the supercon-
ductor. The crucial difference is that now there is no internal gauge field coupled to
±. Thus in the absence of an external electromagnetic field, the Landau free energy
Fsc may be written as
Fsc = d2 x cos(V01) + cos(V0 2 ) + v cos (3 (01 - 02))
+u cos(V0 1 )cos(V0 2) (2.12)
Clearly at temperatures higher than all the energy scales that appear in Fsc,
both 01 and 02 would be disordered. As the temperature is reduced coherence in
01, 02 would start to develop at a certain temperature, say, Tc2 (which corresponds to
the line separating phase II' and IV in Fig. 2-5 (b)). Let us show that for small u, v,
both 01, 02 undergo Kostrelitz-Thouless (K-T) transitions into a sliding phase at Tc2.
For this to happen, both u and v must be irrelevant at the K-T critical point. As is
readily checked, at the K-T fixed point for the decoupled independent variables 01, 02,
the scaling dimension of v equals 2.25 while that of u is 4.0 . Thus both these terms
are indeed irrelevant at this fixed point and one concludes that the phase transition
is indeed in the 2-d X-Y universality class for both 01 and 02.
As the temperature is reduced further, the variable 01 - 02, which corresponds
to the orientational order parameter develops long-range order at some temperature
Tc3 , denoted by the line separating the phase III and IV in 2-5 (b). To see this, let
us introduce the variables 0 (01 + 02)/2, 4 = (02 - 01)/2. In terms of these new
variables, the free energy is
Fsc d2 x 2 cos(V4) cos(VO) + v cos(6)
+u/2 [cos(2V4) + cos(2VW)] (2.13)
From this one concludes that the action consists of 2-D XY model for 4 with a
6-fold anisotropy term that is known to be irrelevant at the K-T fixed point. Thus
we conclude that the phase transition for the orientational order parameter at the
temperature Tc3 lies in the inverted K-T universality class. Note that the phase
transition is inverted because the field 4 has power-law correlations for Tc2 > T > Tc3
while it's connected component 4 - ( ) has exponentially decaying correlations for
T < Tc3 . Thus both transitions at Tc2 and T 3 are in the K-T universality class with
very weak signatures in the specific heat. However in both the insulator and the
superconductor for the initial pairing transition, by the usual Ginzburg criterion, the
fluctuation regime will be rather small. In practice, there is a small lattice anisotropy
in both ,CN and DMIT which will pin the nematic order parameter and smoothen
out any sharp finite temperature nematic transition. Further even in an isotropic
material weak disorder acts as a 'random field' on the nematic order parameter and
will kill the finite temperature nematic phase transition. Nevertheless if the disorder
and the lattice anisotropy are weak, a sharp crossover behavior associated with the
paired nematic order might be expected in the insulator. Such a crossover is visible
in the existing experiments in a variety of properties.
2.7 Summary and Discussion
To summarize we studied the energetics of various Gutzwiller projected BCS states
for the triangular lattice antiferromagnet with a four particle ring exchange. In a
range of parameters the best state is a projected d,2-2 paired state which breaks
lattice rotational symmetry. We described many properties of this state that can
account for a number of measured properties of the organic materials. The most
serious difficulty at present is the field independence of the specific heat. Perhaps the
impurity scattering rate IF can be bigger than our rough estimate without any major
effect on the pairing transition temperature.
Are there any 'smoking gun' tests of our proposal for future experiments? The
essence of our proposed gapless Z2 spin liquid state can be probed in experiments
on r{CN through the flux trapping effect described in Ref. [57]. We note that such
experiments have been performed on the cuprate materials [58], and may be feasible
in the organics as well. A Josephson tunneling experiment with a spin liquid insu-
lating barrier between two superconductors has also been proposed as a probe of the
gapped charge-e spin-0 charge carriers expected in this spin liquid state [59]. Future
experiments will hopefully shed light on whether such a paired nematic spin liquid
really exists in these materials.
We also studied the model with ferromagnetic Heisenberg exchange J2 and anti-
ferromagnetic ring exchange J4 and found that amongst the projected BCS/Fermi
liquid spin-liquid states, the projected nodal f-wave state has minimum energy for
wide range of values of J4 /J 2 .
Finally, we studied the finite temperature phase diagram for the nodal d-wave
state and found that for an isotropic triangular lattice one would encounter interesting
phases and phase transitions as one changes temperature. In particular, there is a
possibility of a sliding phase with power-law correlations for both superconducting
and orientational order-parameters.
Chapter 3
Quantum spin nematics,
dimerization, and deconfined
criticality in quasi-one dimensional
spin-I magnets
3.1 Introduction
Studies of low dimensional quantum magnetism provide a good theoretical platform
to develop intuition about the physics of strongly correlated many particle systems.
In this chapter we study various theoretical phenomena in spin S = 1 quantum
magnets with SU(2) invariant nearest neighbor interactions. Specifically we focus
on spin nematic order in such quantum magnets and its destruction by quantum
fluctuations.
A general Hamiltonian describing such spin S = 1 quantum magnets takes the
form
H = - ~Jij$.S - Kij (2.5 (3.1)
<ij>
In real materials the ratio K/J is probably small; however it has been proposed that
arbitrary values of K/J can be engineered in ultra-cold atomic Bose gases with spin
in optical lattices [60]. We will focus exclusively on a rectangular lattice where the
couplings J, K > 0 on vertical bonds are a factor of A smaller than those on the
horizontal bonds. This model was studied numerically recently (for K > 0) in an
interesting paper by Harada et al [36]. In the isotropic limit A = 1, they found that
there is a first order phase transition from a collinear Neel state to a spin nematic
state (along the line J = 0) with order parameter
SCso + soSa 2Qap = K op #0 (3.2)2 3
even though there is no ordered moment < S >= 0. This spin nematic state corre-
sponds to the development of a spontaneous hard axis anisotropy in the ground state.
When A is decreased from 1 to make the lattice rectangular quantum fluctuations are
enhanced. The Neel and spin nematic phases then undergo quantum phase transi-
tions to quantum paramagnets. Interestingly it is found that the spin nematic phase
gives way to a dimerized quantum paramagnet where neighboring spin-1 moments
form strong singlets along every other bond in the horizontal direction. Further the
quantum phase transition itself appears to be second order in violation of naive ex-
pectations based on Landau theory but similar to the situations studied in Ref. [31]
for other phase transitions in quantum magnets.
In this chapter we provide an understanding of these phenomena. First we provide
general arguments relating the spontaneous dimerization with one route to killing spin
nematic order by quantum fluctuations. When applied to one dimension our argu-
ments explain the absence in numerical calculations[61] of the featureless quantum
disordered spin nematic proposed by Chubukov[62] for spin-1 chains. Further we
show that a putative direct second order quantum phase transition between the spin
nematic and dimerized phases is described by a continuum field theory with the action
S =(, - iA,) 2 + (3.3)
-, 2 _.1
u |D 2 - v(D-)2(D-*)2 + )2
Here D is a complex three component vector and A, is a non-compact U(1) gauge
field. The nematic phase occurs when D condenses while D is gapped in the dimerized
paramagnet. This theory is an anisotropic version of the non-compact CP 2 model
(NCCP2 ). The two component version - the anisotropic NCCP 1 model - describes
Neel-VBS transitions of easy plane spin-1/2 magnets on the square lattice[31]. A
second order nematic-dimer transition on the rectangular lattice is possible if doubled
instantons in the gauge field A, are irrelevant at the critical fixed point of this theory.
These instantons are relevant at the paramagnetic fixed point of Eqn. 3.3. This leads
to confinement of the D fields and to dimer order. Indeed the dimer order parameter
is simply the single instanton operator. A direct second order nematic-dimer transi-
tion is thus accompanied by the dangerous irrelevance of doubled instantons and the
associated two diverging length/time scales.
We will provide two different arguments to justify our results. First we address
the quantum disordering of the nematic based on general effective field theory con-
siderations that focus on the properties of topological defects of the nematic order
parameter. Second we provide a more microscopic argument based on an exact slave
'triplon' representation[63] of the S = 1 operators.
3.2 Berry Phases in Quantum Nematics
The order parameter manifold for the spin nematic state may be taken to be the
possible orientations of the spontaneous hard axis d (the "director") and thus is
S2 /Z 2 . The Z 2 simply reflects the fact that d and -d are the same state. The spin
nematic state allows for Z 2 point vortex defects ("disclinations") in two space dimen-
sions. The director d winds by r on encircling such a disclination. As discussed by
Lammert et al[64] for classical nematics the fate of the disclinations crucially deter-
mines the nature of the "isotropic" phase obtained when the nematic is disordered by
fluctuations. If the transition out of the nematic occurs without condensing the discli-
nations then a novel topologically ordered phase - interpreted in the present context
as a quantum spin liquid - obtains. However the nematic may also be disordered in
a more conventional way by condensing the disclinations. In the present context we
argue that non-trivial quantum Berry phases associated with the disclinations lead to
broken translational symmetry in this quantum paramagnet. Furthermore this tran-
sition may be second order as described below (unlike the classical nematic-isotropic
transition).
Following Lammert et al[64] we consider the quantum phase transition out of the
nematic using an effective model in terms of the director d. The d, -d identification
requires that the d vector is coupled to a Z2 gauge field. Thus we consider the
following action on a three dimensional spacetime lattice:
S = Sd+SB (3.4)
Sd - tpO(r~r.dr1  (3.5)
Here r represent the sites of a cubic spacetime lattice, p = (x, y, T), o-4(r) - ±1 is a
Z 2 gauge field on the link between r and r + p. The term SB is the Berry phase to
be elaborated below.
The Berry phases arise from the nontrivial quantum dynamics of the d vector and
can be understood very simply by considering a single quantum spin S = 1 with a
time varying hard axis d(T) that represents the fluctuating local director field:
h = ((3.6)
For a time independent d, the ground state is simply the state where the projec-
tion S.d = 0. The Berry phase is obtained by considering a slow time varying
closed path of d in the adiabatic approximation. There are two kinds of such closed
paths that are topologically distinct. First there are paths for which d returns to
itself. For such paths it is easy to see that the Berry phase factor is 1. Then
there are closed paths where d returns to -d. In the adiabatic approximation
with S = 1 the wavefunction acquires a phase of 7r for such a path. One heuris-
tic way to see this is to note that the single-spin wavefunction I) corresponding
to the state S.d = 0 where d = (sin(9) cos(#), sin(9) sin(#), cos(6)) is |I) =
(sin(O)e-i'O/v/'2, , -cos(O), sin(O)e-id/v2). Under the adiabatic process d -+ -d,
0 - r -r and # --+ + r. Hence |I') -+ -I). A more formal way to derive
this result is to use the 'slave-triplon' representation for spin S = 1 operators, Eqn.
3.32. In this representation, one finds that the Eqn. 3.6 becomes H = - (W- d2
and thus d'(r) = de"(). The phase 'Tadiabatic gained during the adiabatic process
d(T = 0) -d( = T -+ o) = -d(T = 0) is given by
('adiabatic rWtOW
/T
= f,6
= 7r (3.7)
Thus there is a Berry phase of -1 for closed paths where d returns to -d.
The phase factor of -1 for nontrivial closed time evolutions of d at a spatial site
may be naturally incorporated into the effective lattice model of Eqn. 3.4 above. First
we note that a closed loop in time where d winds by -F corresponds to a configuration
with Z2 gauge flux -1 through the loop. The Berry phase is thus simply
e-SB = 1 or (r) (3.8)
r
At each space point the product over the time-like bonds measures the flux of the
Z 2 gauge field through the closed time loop at that point. Precisely this Berry phase
factor arises in Z 2 gauge theoretic formulations of a number of different strong cor-
relation problems[15], and the theory is known as the odd Z 2 gauge theory. Thus an
appropriate effective model for disordering the S = 1 spin nematic state is a theory
of d coupled to an odd Z2 gauge theory.
3.3 Berry Phases and Dimerization
The spin nematic ordered phase corresponds to a condensate of d. In this phase the Z2
disclinations are simply associated with Z2 flux configurations of the gauge field. Thus
the Berry phase term associated with the gauge field directly affects the dynamics
of the disclinations. Disordered phases where d has short ranged correlations may
be discussed by integrating out the d field. The result is pure odd Z 2 gauge theory
on a spatial lattice with rectangular symmetry. This theory is well understood. It
is conveniently analyzed by a duality transformation to a stacked fully frustrated
Ising model followed by a soft spin Landau-Ginzburg analysis [65]. We note that the
frustration in the Ising model is directly due to the Berry phase in the gauge theory.
This leads to a mapping to an XY model with four-fold anisotropy:
SV = -tv ( COS(# R - 4R') - K ( cos( 4 $R) (3.9)
<RR'> R
Here R, R' are sites of the dual cubic lattice. The real and imaginary parts of the field
eikR correspond to Fourier components of the Z2 vortex near two different wavevec-
tors at which the quadratic part of the Landau-Ginzburg action has minima. The
anisotropy is four-fold on the rectangular spatial lattice as opposed to the 8-fold
anisotropy that obtains with square symmetry[65]. There is a disordered phase where
the Z2 vortex has short-ranged correlations: this corresponds to the topologically or-
dered quantum spin liquid in the original spin model. In addition there are ordered
phases associated with condensation of the eilR. These phases break translation sym-
metry. For the rectangular lattice of interest the natural symmetry breaking pattern
is dimerization along the chain direction.
We thus see that Berry phases associated with the quantum dynamics of the
director d lead to dimerization when the nematic order is disordered by condensing
the Z2 disclinations. This analysis can be easily repeated in one spatial dimension.
Then the Z 2 disclinations are point defects in spacetime. These are described by the
odd Z 2 gauge theory in 1 + 1 dimensions which is always confined and which has a
dimerized ground state[13]. In particular this argument shows that for S = 1 chains
a featureless disordered spin nematic state will not exist.
3.4 Field Theory for Nematic-Dimer Transition
Returning to two dimensions we may now write down a field theory for the nematic-
dimer transition. The Berry phases on the disclinations are encapsulated in Eqn. 3.9.
We now need to couple these back to the d vector. The main interaction between d
and ei*R is the long ranged statistical one: on going around a particle created by e'O
the vector d acquires a minus sign.
A lattice action incorporating this mutual statistics is readily written down:
S = Sd+S+ SCS (3.10)
Sd = - tUrrd.dr' (3.11)
SV= - S p RRecosR - OR')- K Ecos (4R) (3.12)
<R R'> R
ss = (1 - pRR') 1 - o- (3.13)
<RR'> P)
Here - and [t are Ising gauge fields on the links of the direct and dual cubic lattice
respectively. Scs is a mutual Chern-Simons term for the two Ising gauge fields that
serves to implement the mutual statistics condition as will be clear below. In this term
the symbol ]7J, refers to a product over the plaquette of the direct lattice pierced by
< RR' >. Now a more conventional field theory without any statistical interactions
may be obtained by duality.
We proceed by first ignoring the K term in Eqn. 3.9 and using a Villain represen-
tation to let
S= Uj R, (3.14)
<RR'>
The jRR, are integer valued currents of the eie that satisfy the conditions
V.j 0 (3.15)
= o- (3.16)
P
The first equation expresses current conservation (which holds at r = 0). In the
second the symbol ]Hp refers to a product over the four bonds of the direct lattice
pierced by < RR' >. This term ensures that an e'O particle acts as 7r flux for the d
field. Solving Eqn. 3.15 by j = V x A (with A, integer) we get
(-1)X = ro- (3.17)
P
Now write A = 2a + s with a an integer and s = 0, 1 so that
J(- 1)s = o-0 (3.18)
P P
which can be solved by choosing
(-1) 8 =1-2s =ar (3.19)
The integer constraint on A may be implemented softly by including a term
-tecos(27a) = -toorrcos(irArr,) (3.20)
We now separate out the longitudinal part of A by letting
Z -> A+ 170 (3.21)
+r
After a further rescaling A -+ we finally get the action
S Sd SO +SA (3.22)
So -to ( Urr'COS(Or - Or' + Arri) (3.23)
SA UE(Vx (3.24)
P
with Sd given in eqn. 3.4. The sum over - can now be performed. The universal
properties are correctly captured in a model that keeps the lowest order cross term
between td and to. We therefore get
S - Z ttCoS(Or - Or' + Arr)dr.dr' + UZ() x 2 (3.25)
<rri> P
with t, ~ tdto. It is instructive to introduce the complex vector Dr - eird, that
satisfies
lD|2 =1 (3.26)
D X D* - 0 (3.27)
The second condition may be imposed softly by including a term
vD x D*|2 =- ((1)2(b*)2 - 1) (3.28)
with v > 0. Thus we arrive at the model
S = SD + SA (3.29)
SD = - DrDr/ + c.c - v D) 2 (D*2  (3.30)
with D satisfying II 2 = 1. At v = 0 this is the lattice CP 2 model with a global
SU(3) symmetry associated with rotations of the D field. The v term breaks the
SU(3) symmetry down to SO(3). Eqn. 3.3 is precisely a soft-spin continuum version
of the lattice action above.
We now consider the role of the four fold anisotropy on the disclination field eiO
(the K term in Eqn 3.9). Without this term the number conjugate to # is conserved.
In the dual description this translates into conservation of the magnetic flux of the
U(1) gauge field A. Thus at , = 0 the gauge field is noncompact. The , term however
destroys this conservation law - indeed four disclinations can be created or destroyed
together. In the effective model of Eqn. 3.3, a disclination in D corresponds to a
configuration where the gauge flux is equal to 7r. Thus the K term may be interpreted
as a doubled 'instanton' operator that changes the gauge flux by 47.
The nematic order parameter is simply related to the D fields:
Qa = (.D*Do + c.c _ 6,) (3.31)
2 3
Thus when D condenses nematic order develops. The paramagnetic phase occurs
when D is gapped. In the absence of instantons the low energy theory of this phase
has a free propagating massless photon. Instantons however gap out the photon and
confine the D fields. The dimer order parameter e'O is the single instanton operator
and gets pinned in this phase. A direct second order transition between the nematic
and dimerized states can thus occur if doubled instantons are irrelevant at the critical
fixed point of the anisotropic NCCP2 action associated with the condensation of D.
A different more microscopic argument can also be used to justify Eqn. 3.3 and
provides further insight. Consider the following exact representation[63] of a spin-1
operator at a site i in terms of a 'slave' triplon operator lLi:
Si =-is! x si (3.32)
together with the constraint iWJ = 1. The s'i satisfy usual boson commutation
relations. The nematic order parameter is readily seen to simply be
Qa = w 3 a c2 (3.33)
As with other slave particles, this representation leads to a U(1) gauge redundancy
associated with letting
Gi - emii (3.34)
at each lattice site. It is convenient to first consider the special point Jij = 0 where
the Hamiltonian in Eqn. 3.1 is known to have extra SU(3) symmetry. Then H may
be rewritten (upto an overall additive constant)
H = - Ki (G.0) (z20) (3.35)
<ii>
This is invariant under a global multiplication of P7i by an SU(3) matrix U on one
sublattice and by U* on the other. Such magnets were studied in detail in Ref. [33]
and we can take over many of their results. A standard mean field approximation
with < ?Li.zZj ># 0 yields a paramagnetic phase with gapped W particles in the d = 1
limit while in two dimensions the W' condense thereby breaking the SU(3) symmetry.
The theory of fluctuations beyond mean field includes a compact U(1) gauge field.
In the paramagnetic phase instanton fluctuations of this gauge field confine the W'
particles and their Berry phases lead to dimerization on the rectangular lattice. The
results of Ref. [33] now imply that the transition associated with W' condensation is
described by an NCCP 2 model with doubled instantons, i. e it is precisely of the form
of Eqn. 3.3 but with v = 0. The triplon 'i on the A sublattice ~ D while on the
other sublattice 'i ~ D*. Thus we see that the Neel vector N is simply related to D
through
N ~ -iD* x D (3.36)
For the SU(3) symmetric Hamiltonian all eight components of the tensor D*D -
|D| 26,a/3 have the same correlators. The symmetric part of this tensor is the nematic
order parameter and the antisymmetric part is the Neel vector.
If now a small J < 0 is turned on the SU(3) symmetry is explicitly broken down
to SO(3). This sign of J disfavors Neel ordering so that nematic ordering wins in the
two dimensional limit. The NCCP2 field theory of the transition to the dimer state
must then be supplemented with an anisotropy term vIN 2 with v > 0 which due to
Eqn. 3.36 is precisely the anisotropy term of Eqn. 3.3.
3.5 Implications of the Critical Theory
What may we say about the NCCP 2 field theory and the fate of doubled instantons?
First as the critical theory is relativistic the dynamical critical exponent z = 1. Next
we note that the instanton scaling dimension is expected to be bigger for NCCP 2
as compared to NCCP'. In the isotropic case existing estimates[35] give 0.60 for
the single instanton scaling dimension. In a naive RPA treatment of the gauge fluc-
tuations the instanton scaling dimension scales like m 2 N where m is the instanton
charge and N is the number of boson components. Thus within this approximation
we estimate the doubled instanton scaling dimension in NCCP 2 as 3(2)2(.6) ~ 3.6.
This admittedly crude estimate nevertheless suggests that doubled instantons may
be irrelevant for NCCP 2.
The possible irrelevance of the doubled instantons has dramatic consequences for
the phenomena at the nematic-dimer transition. It implies that the critical fixed point
has enlarged U(1) symmetry associated with conservation of the gauge flux exactly
like in Ref. [31]. This enlarged symmetry implies that the (7r, 0) columnar dimer
order parameter may be rotated into the (0, r) columnar dimer or into plaquette
order parameters at (0, 7r), (7r, 0). Thus right at the critical point all these different
VBS orders will have the same power law correlations. It will be an interesting check
of the theory of this chapter to look for this in future numerical calculations.
3.6 Phase Transition by disordering Dimer Phase
How can one understand the phase transition by approaching it from the dimer side
of the phase diagram? Following Levin and Senthil [70], the physical picture is that
of Z4 vortices in the dimer phase carrying spin-1 triplon. At a field theoretic level,
this can be formulated by adding a level-2 WZW term in the conventional theory of
competing order parameters [71, 72]:
S J d3X' (0,#)2 + 47riF (3.37)
Here qis a five-component vector (d) 6) where d corresponds to the nematic
director while V' is the coarse grained two-component dimer order parameter. The
WZW term F is defined as follows. The field #,a defines a map from space-time S3
to S4. F is the ratio of the volume in S4 traced out by #,, to the total volume of
S4 . Specifically let (x, u) be any smooth extension of 0-(x) such that q(x, 0)
(1, 0, 0, 0, 0) and (x, 1) = (x). Then
F Area(b )I1 d u d3 x~aOx4bbayJcOardaOupe (3.38)
The presence of WZW term alters the phase transition crucially. In fact in the
absence of this term, if there is transition between the nematic and dimer ordered
phases by tuning only one parameter, it would be of first-order on general grounds.
To understand the role of the WZW term, let us consider a Z4 vortex defect in
the dimer order. In such a configuration the 5-component unit vector will point along
the 4, 5 directions far from the vortex core but will point along the 1, 2, 3 direction
in the core. Specifically consider a configuration (we use polar coordinates (r, 9) for
two dimensional space and T for time)
O(r, 0, -r, u) = (sin(a(r, u))N(T, U),
cos(a(r, u))cos(0), cos(a(r, u))sin(0)) (3.39)
with N2 = 1. Choosing a(r = 0, u) = 7r/2, a(r = oo, u) = 0 Vu # 0 and
a(r, 0) =r/2, this configuration indeed describes a static superconducting vortex
where # points along the N direction in the core. We have allowed the unit vector N
in the core to have time dependence. The integrals defining F are readily evaluated
for this configuration and lead to the result
F= 2 x -J dduN.0TN x OuN (3.40)
This is precisely the quantum Berry phase for a spin-1 object. Thus we see that close
to the transition the Z4 vortices in dimer order behave as triplons. Condensing the
vortices destroys the dimer order in favor of the nematic order. We would encounter
WZW term again in chapter 4 in the context of deconfined critical point separating
quantum spin Hall and superconducting phases.
3.7 A Proximate Z2 Spin-liquid Phase
The slave-triplon representation introduced above can access an interesting Z2 spin
liquid phase which we briefly describe here. First we recall the RVB picture for
a Z2 spin-liquid obtained from a spin S = 1/2 model [11]. A short-range RVB
state corresponding to superposition of all dimer coverings of a triangular lattice is
a Z2 spin-liquid. On a square lattice one can construct the same state by allowing
singlets on the diagonal bonds. As shown by Rokhsar and Kivelson [11], there are two
degenerate ground states on a cylinder which differ by Ncross mod 2 where Ncors, is
the number of dimers crossed by a non-contractible closed loop on a cylinder. In the
low-energy effective theory these ground states precisely correspond to the threading
(or not) of a Z2 vison through the cylinder. Hence such a state has Z 2 topologically
order. The low energy theory is described by spinons z coupled to a Z2 gauge field o:
S = E - (gz zja + c.c.) + K 11 o- (3.41)
<ii> P
Spinons z are linearly related to the Schwinger bosons in the same way as the
triplons ware related to the complex vector D above.
The spin S = 1 Z2 spin liquid can be described a simple extension of the above
formalism. In this case, the Z 2 again corresponds to equal weight superposition of
the dimer coverings of the triangular lattice or square lattice with nearest neighbor
and diagonal bonds. The low energy theory is described by the complex vector D
coupled to a Z 2 gauge field:
S = E - (c-jjD*Dja + c.c.) + K 1 u (3.42)
<ij> P
This phase can also be accessed within a Schwinger boson representation of the
spins. The ground state then corresponds to equal weight superposition of all states
that correspond to covering the lattice with double bonds.
In summary we have studied the destruction of spin nematic order by quantum
fluctuations in quasi-one dimensional spin-1 magnets. We showed that Berry phases
associated with disclinations lead to dimerization if the nematic is disordered by their
condensation. We presented a continuum field theory for a Landau-forbidden second
order transition between nematic and dimerized phases that generalizes earlier work
on other transitions. Future numerical work or cold atoms experiments may be able
to explore the physics described in this chapter.
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Chapter 4
Topological spin Hall states,
charged skyrmions, and
superconductivity in two
dimensions
4.1 Introduction
Several recent theoretical [66, 67, 68] and experimental [69] chapters have discussed
a phenomenon known as the quantum spin Hall effect in two dimensional insulators.
In such an insulator an applied electric field leads to a quantized spin current in the
transverse direction. Clearly the effect cannot occur if SU(2) spin rotation symmetry
is preserved in the low energy theory of the insulator. Initial discussions of the spin
Hall effect focused on situations where the microscopic Hamiltonian has spin-orbit
interactions which are such that only the Sz component of the spin is conserved.
Alternately one can contemplate phases of matter where full SU(2) spin rotation
symmetry is present at the microscopic level but is spontaneously broken in the
ground state in a manner that enables a spin Hall effect. Such phases were discussed
recently in Ref. [73].
In this chapter we study various aspects of the second kind of spin Hall insulator
where the spin symmetry is spontaneously broken. The broken spin symmetry is
characterized by a vector order parameter which we will denote N. Consequently
in two space dimensions skyrmion topological defects are allowed. We show that
the quantized spin Hall effect leads (with some restrictions discussed below) to a
quantized electric charge 2e on the skyrmion. Here e is the electron charge. This has
some remarkable consequences. First so long as the skyrmion energy is much smaller
than the energy to excite individual pairs of electrons, the skyrmion number will be
conserved due to charge conservation. Thus space-time hedgehog configurations of N
are forbidden [74]. Destruction of the spin Hall order by condensation of skyrmions
then very simply leads to a gapped s-wave superconductor. This may be done either
by doping into the spin Hall insulator or by closing the skyrmion gap at fixed density
by tuning interactions. In the latter case the resulting superconductor - spin Hall
insulator phase transition can be second order despite their rather different broken
symmetries. This provides a new example of a Landau-forbidden deconfined quantum
critical point [31].
4.2 Spin-Hall Insulators from Symmetry Breaking
Consider spinful electrons c, hopping on a honeycomb lattice at half-filling:
H -t (cc, + h.c.) + Hingt, (4.1)
where r, r' are nearest neighbor sites. Hist contains various short-ranged interactions
that preserve spin rotation and time reversal symmetries. Specific interactions that
could stabilize the spin Hall insulating phase are discussed in Ref. [73]. In the absence
of Hist, the band-structure consists of two distinct Fermi points which can be chosen
as K = (t47r/3/5, 0) where the lattice constant is chosen as unity. Expanding the
microscopic electron annihilation operator cr about these nodes in terms of continuum
field operators c. the low energy Dirac Hamiltonian is obtained as
H - J d2k ct (_ r yzkx + FYky)c (4.2)
Here i = L/R is a sublattice index, a= +/- the node index, and a the spin. The
corresponding Pauli matrices are denoted -r, yL and a respectively. Further the trans-
formation c+ = 'rO+ enables writing the the Hamiltonian in a manifestly symmetric
form
H - - d2k t(kx + kyTY)b (4.3)
The corresponding action (in real space) is
S =Jdard -iy'By) @ (4.4)
Here p = r, x, y with r being imaginary time, V;= -i'trz and y0 , y, = T, ,y, -,.
We have rescaled space-time to set the Dirac velocity to 1.
Consider a phase where the interactions Ht leads to a non-zero expectation value
for the operator Oo-@, say along the i direction in the spin-space:
< No-@ >= N Nzz (4.5)
Within a mean field description this leads to a mass for the low energy Dirac fermions
which is opposite for T and t spin:
SMF J 3XVO (_py"a/ + im0.z) b (4.6)
where the mass m = ANz with A determined by the interactions that lead to this
order. At the mean field level this is identical to the model discussed in Ref. [66] for
the quantum spin hall effect. It breaks spin rotation but not time reversal symmetry.
In a sample with a boundary, an electric potential difference V applied between the
right and left edge leads to a pair of propagating edge states with opposite spin
[66, 67, 68]. Each spin species carries a non-vanishing charge current of magnitude
e 2V transverse to the electric field in opposite directions. This corresponds to a
spin-hall conductivity a- = = e/2r.
It is useful to characterize the spin hall effect in terms of the response to two
different external gauge fields Ac and AS which couple to spin and charge currents
respectively. Consider the mean field action in the presence of these gauge fields
SMF[A7 As J d Vy(-i&-, + Ac 1 + -AsA)>p + imoazo (4.7)
in the units e = h = 1. When the fermions are integrated out, a non-vanishing trans-
verse spin-hall conductivity of magnitude 1/27r implies that the low energy effective
action for the gauge fields is given by
Se f d 3X EclvAAc cp0vA (4.8)
4.3 Quantum Numbers of Skyrmions in QSHI
Consider now the effect of fluctuations. These may be usefully discussed by consid-
ering the Dirac action in the presence of a fluctuating unit vector field N describing
the orientation of the spin Hall order parameter:
S Jdox (-i~ao + imY.N)V (4.9)
We may now integrate out the fermions. In the limit of large mass m the result is a
non-linear sigma model:
S =Jd 3X ( ) +.... (4.10)
with 'stiffness' - ~ |ml. The ellipses represent higher order terms in the 1/m ex-g
pansion. Clearly in the ordered phase there will be two gapless linear dispersing
Goldstone modes associated with the broken spin symmetry.
The other class of excitations associated with the vector order parameter N are
skyrmion configurations. The quantum numbers of a skyrmion whose size is much
bigger than the length scale 1/m can be conveniently discussed within an adiabatic
approach where such a skyrmion is slowly built up from the ground state. We now
show that such a 'fat' skyrmion has electric charge 2.
To see this most simply, lets consider the Dirac action Eqn. 4.9 in the presence of a
static background configuration of the N field that corresponds to a single skyrmion.
An example is the configuration
N (r, 0) = (sin (a (r)) cos (0), sin (a (r)) sin (0), cos (a (r))) (4.11)
with the boundary conditions a(r = 0) = 0 and o(r --+ oo) = r. Here (r, 0) are
polar coordinates for two dimensional space. This field configuration corresponds to
a skyrmion with Pontryagin index one. Rotate the N vector field to the direction
by a unitary transformation U at all points in space: Ut (.) U =o. Further, one
may define # = UO' so that Eqn. 4.9 becomes
S = d3 x V;7'( (-i, -+ B,) + imo.) g' (4.12)
where BM = -iUt, U. One readily finds that in the far field limit B(r -- oo,0) -+
o-Z6c where 6o is the unit vector along 0 direction. Therefore a skyrmion with unitr
Pontryagin index induces a spin gauge field As = 2B/r. The total flux of this gauge
field is 47 which remains invariant under smooth deformations of the N field (which
does not change the skyrmion number).
Let us gradually build in a skyrmion configuration by starting from the ground
state. By the above argument, this threads in a spin gauge flux of 47r for As. Due to
the spin-hall effect of the mean field state described above, this would result in a flow
of electric current of magnitude jC = i aA in the radial direction. The total charge
transferred from the center of the sample to the boundary during the process equals
Qc = fc j rd0 where the contour C is a circle located near infinity. This then leads
to a charge QC = 2e associated with the skyrmion. Thus a skyrmion with Pontryagin
index one carries an electrical charge 2e.
This physical argument is confirmed by a more sophisticated analysis which care-
fully integrates out the Dirac fermion fields in the presence of an external charge
gauge field. Specifically we consider
S[Ac] = dJ z (Vy, (-, + A,) ' + imjb.N)@ (4.13)
Integrating out the fermions and using the large mass expansion yields [75, 76]
S J d3X (0,N)2 + 2iA"c i (4.14)
where jT = I-e""NAS N x OAN is the topological current whose time component
equals the skyrmion density associated with the order parameter field [77]. It follows
that the skyrmion carries charge which is given by
Q1 2e dvdy I A x A N (4.15)
Qskyrmion 26Jxd 8 7 0 XO\
Thus one again reaches the conclusion that a skyrmion with Pontryagin index 1 carries
an electric charge two.
It is important to emphasize that both the adiabatic argument or the field theoretic
derivation above is really valid only for fat skyrmions with size much bigger than 1/m.
It is precisely such fat skyrmions that are important for our considerations below.
The electric charge of the skyrmions has profound implications for quantum phase
transitions out of the spin hall insulator. First if the energy of a fat skyrmion is much
smaller than the energy of individual pairs of electrons, then the skyrmion number
is conserved. Thus hedgehog configurations of the N vector in spacetime (which
correspond to events that change the Pontryagin index) are prohibited. Further in the
absence of any topological terms in the effective action for the N field, the skyrmions
will be bosons [77]. Consider therefore the result of condensing the skyrmions by
tuning the interactions in Hit while keeping the electron density fixed. Due to the
charge on the skyrmions the result will be a superconductor! This superconductor
will have a single electron gap, and flux quantization in units of . Indeed it is an2e
ordinary s-wave superconductor.
4.4 Quantum critical threory
Remarkably the quantum phase transition between the spin hall insulator and the
superconductor can be second order. This is despite the rather different broken
symmetries in the two phases. This is because the skyrmion condensation transition
can simply be understood as the phase transition of an 0(3) vector model in the
absence of hedgehogs. This is conveniently described in the CP' formulation of the
N field by writing N = ztz field with z a two component complex spinon field:
Seff = d3X I(-i, - a,1 )zj 2  (4.16)9
Here z = (zi, z2 ) are coupled to an internal gauge field a, = -izf9,z. The skyrmion
number Q is simply given by
Q = dCoti8av (4.17)
Since the skyrmion number is proportional to the flux of the CP gauge field, a. of
Eqn. 4.16 must be regarded as non-compact, and the phase transition is described
by that in the non-compact CP model[78] (NCCP).
Exactly the same field theory describes the deconfined quantum critical point
separating Neel and Valence Bond Solid (VBS) phases of insulating square lattice
quantum antiferromagnets [31]. However there is an important difference: for the
Neel-VBS transition quadrupled hedgehogs are actually allowed but have been argued
to be irrelevant at the critical fixed point of the NCCP' model. They are however
relevant at the paramagnetic 'free photon' fixed point. This leads to the appearance
of two diverging length scales at the Neel-VBS transition. In contrast in the present
problem the skyrmion number conservation is an exact symmetry at energy scales
below the single electron gap which is large and finite in both phases and at the
transition. Thus a suitable theory that captures the low energy physics of both
phases and their transition should simply ignore all hedgehogs. Consequently there is
only a single divergent length/energy scale at the deconfined critical point separating
the spin hall insulator from the superconductor.
4.5 Demystifying Wess-Zumino terms
The competition between the spin Hall order and the superconducting order can
also be fruitfully described in a different manner which sheds further light on the
role played by the quantum nature of the topological defects near the phase transi-
tion. We combine the three component spin Hall order parameter N with the two
component superconducting order parameter 4'sc into a five component 'superspin'
vector #a = (N', NY, NZ, Refsc, Im~sc), and impose a unit length constraint on
#a, i.e 5=_, #J#/ = 1. What is the structure of a 'sigma model' that describes the
dynamics of #a? This question may again be answered by coupling the underlying
Dirac theory to this superspin vector and integrating out the fermions. Specifically
we consider the Dirac action
S J d3X;z(-yiB0 + imu.N)) + im(#SC0 T 7Y[tyoV' + c.c) (4.18)
where the last term indicates the coupling to the superconducting order parameter
sC C (@)TTUyQjY). It is potent to make a unitary transformation on the fermions in
the 0 basis as ei-xr/4 V) and expand ? in its Majorana components 7= 11 + irq2.
In the ij basis the kinetic part of the Dirac action has manifest SO(8) symmetry
under rotations of all 8 components (2 spin, 2 node and 2 Majorona indices). The
spin-hall order parameter is given as {Trylrx, yTycrgypVY?, rTTYr} while the s-wave
SC has the form {yTTyuYuZpx, ?7TTruyYupyp2q,}. Here p are Pauli matrices acting on
the Majorana index. These five components together transform as a vector under
an SO(5) subgroup of SO(8). This algebraic structure largely determines important
features of the effective sigma model that describes the fluctuations of the #a when
the fermions are integrated out. Within the large mass expansion the techniques of
Ref. [75] lead to an SO(5) action with a Wess-Zumino-Witten(WZW) term at level-1.
S =Jd3X 1 (00)2 + 27riF # (4.19)
The WZW term F is defined as follows. The field 4a defines a map from spacetime
S 3 to S4. F is the ratio of the volume in S4 traced out by #,, to the total volume
of S4 . Specifically let (x, u) be any smooth extension of #(x) such that #(x, 0) =
(1, 0, 0, 0, 0) and (x, 1) = q(x). Then
F = 6abcde I du xqaoxb6yqcOrqd$uqOe (4.20)
Area(S4) 10/l
The presence of this 'topological term' crucially alters the physics from naive Landau-
like descriptions of the competition between the two different orders. Parenthetically
we note that the action above must be supplemented with some anisotropy between
the N and Osc which breaks the SO(5) symmetry down to SO(3) x U(1). The
SO(3) corresponds to spin rotations and the U(1) to charge conservation symme-
try. Exactly the same sigma model with the WZW term also describes[71, 72] the
Neel-VBS transition of insulating quantum magnets in agreement with our previous
identification.
The physical implications of the WZW term are brought out by the following in-
structive calculation. Consider a hc/2e vortex defect in the superconducting state. In
such a configuration the 5-component unit vector will point along the 4,5 directions
far from the vortex core but will point along the 1, 2, 3 direction in the core. Specif-
ically consider a configuration (we use polar coordinates (r, 0) for two dimensional
space and T for time)
O(r, 0, r, u) = (sin(a(r, u))N(r, u),
cos(a(r, u))cos(0), cos(a(r, u))sin(0)) (4.21)
with $ 2 = 1. Choosing a(r = 0, u) = r/2, a(r = oo, u) = 0 V # 0 and
a(r, 0) = 7r/2, this configuration indeed describes a static superconducting vortex
where # points along the N direction in the core. We have allowed the unit vector N
in the core to have time dependence. The integrals defining F are readily evaluated
for this configuration and lead to the result
F = drdu$.ATN x OuS (4.22)
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This is precisely the quantum Berry phase for a spin-1/2 object. Thus we see that
close to the transition the superconducting vortices behave as spinons. Condensing
the vortices destroys the superconducting order but at the same time leads to con-
densation of the spin Hall order. This is the mechanism for the Landau-forbidden
transition. The arguments of Ref. [70] now establish the equivalence of the sigma
model to the NCCP field theory and the superconducting vortices are directly iden-
tified with the CP' spinons z.
Finally we consider the result of doping the spin Hall insulator focusing again on
the situation where the energy of a fat skyrmion is much smaller than the energy gap of
individual electrons. Then the doping will be accommodated by the introduction of a
finite density of skyrmions into the system. At very low doping a skyrmion crystal will
presumably be stabilized but with increasing doping a translation invariant skyrmion
condensate is expected. This will be a superconducting phase with no broken spin
rotation symmetry.
The route to superconductivity discussed in this chapter is rather different from
two common theoretical mechanisms - phonon or other boson mediated pairing of
electrons, or resonating valence bond pairing originating from superexchange in a
Mott insulator. Rather it involves condensation of charged solitons of a different bro-
ken symmetry, namely the spin Hall order. Similar phenomena have previously been
considered in field theoretic contexts[79], and is known as topological superconduc-
tivity. Superconductivity arising from the quantum spin Hall state thus provides a
nice realization of a certain kind of topological mechanism for superconductivity.
PX Py R,/3 C T
c(x, y) -+- c(-x, y) c(x, -y) c(R_,/3(X, Y)) Er (-ioo)ct (X, Y) -ioYc(X, Y)
C -+ c p A4Xc -TZXC Ixci -i P Xc
Table 4.1: Here er = +1(-1) if r E L(R); Px, Py denote reflection about x and y
axis respectively, R,/3 denotes rotation by r/3 about a plaquette center, C and T
denote charge-conjugation and time-reversal respectively. Note that T is anti-linear
and anti-unitary, T--?iT = -i
4.6 Other Competing Orders on Honeycomb lat-
tice
Taking cue from the description of Neel to VBS transition presented in the previous
sections, here we begin our formulation of competing orders on Honeycomb lattice as
WZW non-linear sigma models (NLSM) [71, 72].
To proceed, we note down the transformation properties of fermion operators
under symmetry operations (Table 4.1) as they will be useful for identifying fermion
bilinears with various order parameters:
It turns out that the actual symmetry of the Hamiltonian is in fact SO(8) (D
SU(4)). This can be made manifest by performing another unitary transformation
- ei-"/4@ and expanding 4 in terms of Majorana fermions as 7P = 1 + ir2. Here
r are anti-commuting real fermions i.e. they satisfy 7t = 7. This implies that all
non-zero bilinears should have the form 77'M7 with M an anti-symmetric matrix.
The action in terms of q variables is
S = nTar 1 - H (4.23)
= 71T ( -iTx09 -i7'z9yk (4.24)
Clearly, S is invariant under the rotations y --+ O with 0 = (OT) - acting on
spin/node/Majorana index. This immediately implies an SO(8) symmetry. With an
eye on describing competing orders in Graphene, as a next step we separate con-
served fermion currents from the non-conserved ones as only the latter can acquire
any anomalous dimension near a phase transition. One finds 36 such non-conserved
fermion bilinears which are listed in the table below along with their representation
in terms of 4'. Out of these 36, the bilinear yTrY?7 - @ftr'z4 does not mix with oth-
ers and transform under the identity representation of SO(8) while the rest of them
can be rotated into each other through the 35 dimensional representation of SO(8)
(consisting of only symmetric matrices). In table 4.2, we have divided non-conserved
currents into two categories depending upon whether they respect particle number
conservation or not.
1. YT TVS77 ptTZSV)
77 TYApyu t tA$
2. T1 TTYSPX?] i (@TYSt - 'ftTYS4t)
1Tr7 gpYS , 4'3@4 tg + O4 S t' o
Table 4.2: Non-conserved fermion bilinears. S/A are symmetric/anti-symmetric
operators of the form a/b respectively. Explicitly, S E {0oz Y y yI} and
A c {upY/Ox, jOX ,AY}. The bilinears in set-1 respect U(1) symmetry associated
with particle number conservation while those in set-2 don't and hence are 'super-
conducting'.
In table 4.3, we list a few fermion bilinears and the corresponding order parameters
they represent along with their transformation properties under various symmetry
operations.
Obviously, ftTpzo'@ corresponds to Neel order parameter while 
'
t TzPYV, zptT-xI)
corresponds to two different VBS states with uniform and staggered bond strengths
respectively as shown in the figure 4-1. Also, tFrzypzV is easily seen to correspond
to a charge density wave order parameter. Last two order parameters in the ta-
ble are superconducting: 0TryUoypy@ is the order parameter for an s-wave SC while
uTTyJx/f correspond to a p-wave superconducting state (see figure 4-2). while
the other three correspond to p-wave SC. Some of the above O.P.'s are perhaps less
conventional. For example, the operators 0tfrzoytx0 and rtTz'o.ly correspond to
spin-1 VBS states and either of them break charge conjugation symmetry. Similarly
f'TrzO.@ also breaks charge-conjugation symmetry and corresponds to a spin-hall in-
sulator which we describe in more detain in the next section.
Here we consider few other examples of possible deconfined phase transitions.
Continuum P, Py R,13  C T Microscopic
operator operator
Tz[Az 
_- + - + - (iS;
o'-@ 
-- - + - + E [(Si x S)(pi+ pj-1)
rOtTzpY9 + + + + + Ep Eo [Sr.Si]
79 + - - + + E>* [(--j(Si.S3 ]]O)T z OPYy + + + - - eEi3 [citacj + h.c.]
OT,/t ± - - - - +(-)i (cztec3 h.c.J
rYP/z@ + + - - + (-)icitci
T-UYIY Py + + + + + >i [CLiTCLu + (L - R)]
rJTU-ixo + - - + + Eg [ TCL I + {T -1}) - (L -+R)]
Table 4.3: List of few fermion bilinears along with their transformation properties
under various symmetry operations. Here (-)i takes value +1/ - 1 on two sublattices
L/R while Ep takes alternating values +1/ - 1 on adjacent plaquettes.
VBS-1 VBS-2
Figure 4-1: VBS 1 and VBS 2 correspond to Vpy$ and @px respectively. Red lines
correspond to stronger bonds. Similar picture holds for triplet VBS states p1ue@4'
and Op'o4 . Note that they are 'complimentary' to each other.
p-wave superconductor R
Figure 4-2: Real-space view of orbital part of p-wave SC OTTrya xrP0
L
First consider the set of five {Yzo b ,'pug} where Vp'o-@ correspond to
Neel order parameter while ?p1ta0, @py) correspond to a valence bond solid (VBS).
This phase transition could be deconfined if the Z 3 anisotropy associated with VBS
is irrelevant at the phase transition. The Z3 anisotropy arises as the skyrmions in
the Neel ordered state on a honeycomb lattice are tripled[80, 33]. On a square lattice
existing estimates[35] give 0.60 for the single instanton scaling dimension. In a naive
RPA treatment of the gauge fluctuations the instanton scaling dimension scales like
m 2N where m is the instanton charge and N is the number of boson components.
Thus within this approximation we estimate scaling dimension of tripled instantons
on square lattice as (3)2(.6) ~ 5.4. This admittedly crude estimate nevertheless
suggests that tripled instantons may be irrelevant for the Neel-VBS transition on the
square lattice. As an another example, consider the set of four (in Majorana basis):
{1 ?/T T'&"/X W7, TTTY9Y~zPY77, 77 T TYUrXJXP3 77T TYUTxIzxpz I
Here the first two components correspond to x and y components of Neel order
parameter while the other two correspond to a p-wave superconductor. Note that
these four mutually satisfy Clifford algebra and thus the low energy effective theory
describing the competition between such an 'easy-plane' Neel and p-wave SC would
again be a NLSM with a WZW term which could be mapped to an easy-plane NCCP
model following [72]. Thus if the anisotropy breaking the SO(3) rotations of Neel
vector down to 0(2) is irrelevant, then one would again obtain a landau-forbidden
second order phase transition between a planar Neel and a p-wave SC. In this case,
as in the case of spin-Hall insulator to s-wavw SC transition, there would be only one
diverging length scale at the transition and the instantons are trivially suppressed
because of charge conservation.
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Chapter 5
A Non-Abelian Spin-liquid in a
Spin-1 Quantum Magnet
The concepts of 'order parameter' and 'symmetry breaking' have been extremely
successful for classifying various phases of matter and their phase transitions at finite
temperature. Interestingly, last twenty years have provided us many examples where
these notions break down in the context of zero temperature quantum phases and
phase transitions and where one needs a totally different framework. In particular,
the concepts such as 'fractionalization' and 'topological order' have been shown to
be very useful to describe rich physics of various quantum hall systems, frustrated
magnets and many other strongly correlated systems [9].
Our current description of topological order draws heavily on the projective con-
struction using various slave boson/fermion techniques [9]. In this paper we present
an example of a non-abelian quantum spin liquid with bosonic spinons where the
Schwinger boson construction fails to capture even the mean field state. The spin-
liquid is obtained by quantum disordering a non-collinear nematic state in a spin
S =1 system on a triangular lattice. Interestingly, the low energy excitations in the
spin-liquid have non-abelian statistics! To our knowledge, this is one of the few known
examples of a time-reversal invariant phase of matter that supports non-abelian ex-
citations [81, 10]. Further, the phase transition between the nematic phase and the
spin-liquid is also exotic and has a very large value of the critical exponent r; associated
with correlations of nematic order parameter.
A general Hamiltonian describing a spin S = 1 quantum magnet on an isotropic
triangular lattice takes the form
H = J E S1.S, + K E (S,.Sj) 2  (5.1)
<ij> <ij>
Additionally, H may have other short-ranged interactions consistent with SU(2)
spin symmetry such as multiple ring-exchange or second nearest neighbor Heisenberg
exchange.
Consider the Hamiltonian H for K > J > 0. The ground state of this Hamiltonian
in this parameter regime has a three-sublattice nematic order where the nematic
directors on the three sublattices A, B, and C of the triangular lattice are orthogonal
to each other (say along 2, Q and i respectively) [82]. As argued by Tsunetsugu and
Arikawa [83], such a state can explain many of the features of the triangular lattice
magnet NiGa2 S4, in particular, the lack of any dipole moment (S), low temperature
specific heat C(T) ~ T 2 and finite spin susceptibility at T = 0. The directors of the
nematic correspond to 'hard-axes' i.e. the spins on the three sublattices fluctuate in
the plane perpendicular to their respective directors such that average value (S(r)) =
0. Such a state breaks spin-rotation symmetry while preserving the time-reversal
invariance. In terms of the the spin operators, the nematic order parameter at site r
could be described as a rank-two tensor Q,,(r) = j (3,(r)S,(r) + S,(r)S, (r)) 6t .
The director at a site r is along the eigenvector of Q,, that corresponds to the zero
eigenvalue.
The above ground state doesn't preserve any continuous subgroup of the original
SO(3) symmetry of the Hamiltonian in eqn. 5.1. Thus the low-energy fluctuations
around the ground state consist of three goldstone modes. Interestingly, the ground
state is invariant under the discrete subgroup D 2  R', RY, R-. of SO(3) where R'
(a = x, y, z) corresponds to a global 7 rotation of all spins about the three orthogonal
axes x, y, z. Therefore the order-parameter manifold M = SO(3)/D 2 . This iden-
tification of the order-parameter manifold allows one to characterize the non-trivial
topological excitations out of the ground state. We recall that in two spatial dimen-
sions the fundamental group 7r1(M) of the order parameter manifold M is directly
related to the combination law for the physical point defects [84]. More precisely, the
defects are classified by the conjugacy classes of the fundamental group. To calculate
the fundamental group of M = SO(3)/D 2, one notes that the lift of D2 in SU(2)
is the eight element non-abelian Quaternion group Q. Thus M is homeomorphic to
SU(2)/Q. Since SU(2) is simply connected while Q is discrete, using the fundamen-
tal theorem on the fundamental group, 7ri(M) = Q [84]. As we will shortly see that
the two-dimensional representation of Q in terms of Pauli matrices would be most
relevant for our purposes. In this representation the five conjugacy classes of Q are
given by:
CO = {]I}, Co={-I}
C2 = ±ic, CV = +io-Y, C2= ±f- (5.2)
The class CO corresponds to the trivial class i.e. no defect. The class Co cor-
responds to a 360' disclination in two of the nematic directors while the class Ca
(a = x, y, z) corresponds to defects where there is a 1800 disclination in all but a-axis
directors.
We are interested in constructing a T = 0 spin-liquid state obtained by quantum
disordering the nematic state. Since proliferating topological defects in quantum
magnets often leads to breaking of various symmetries in the paramagnet state, one
of the simplest ways to obtain a spin-liquid is to destroy the nematic state without
proliferating any topological defects. To implement this, we use an effective lattice
model formulated as a gauge theory analogous to the formulation of classical spin-
nematics as a lattice field theory of a Z2 gauge field coupled to a vector field [85].
The order parameter space M = SO(3)/D 2 is equivalent to a set of orthogonal
axes ni, n 2 and n3 at each vertex of a bigger triangular lattice with the identification
n, = R na where R is an element of the D2 group. The vertices of this new triangular
AXX
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Figure 5-1: The ordered state of the three sublattice nematic state. The directors on
the three sublattices are shown as three orthogonal differently colored rods (black, red
and blue). As discussed in the text, one may also define the order parameter space in
terms of spinons z which reside at the vertices of a bigger auxiliary triangular lattice.
We take the vertices of this auxiliary triangular lattice (marked as 'x') to lie at the
centroid of every third triangular plaquette of the original lattice.
lattice could be taken as the centroids of the triangular plaquettes of the original
triangular lattice (figure 1). Equivalentally, using the identification SO(3)/D 2 =
SU(2)/Q, it could be described as a quaternion gauge-matter theory whose imaginary
time action is:
S =-t z qijz+ K [ Tr (qij qjkqki)
+ ZTr (qij qjkqklqli) + SB (5.3)
Here z = [zT, zj]T is a two component spinor with the constraint z t z - 1 which is
minimally coupled to a quaternion gauge field qij. z's and q's live at the vertices and
the links respectively of a stacked triangular lattice. The first term in the action S is
the kinetic energy term for the spinons z while the second term is the kinetic energy
term for the gauge fields at a spatial (A) or space-time (0) plaquette. The term SB
is the Berry phase term associated with topological defects. Since the topological
defects are gapped in all the phases considered in this paper, SB can effectively be
ignored for our purposes. The original SO(3) symmetry of the spin-Hamiltonian H
is realized as a SU(2) symmetry acting on the spinor z. This also indicates how to
relate the spinor z's to the axes n1 , n 2 and n3 . Let us define an SU(2) matrix U
build from z's:
U -= 1(5.4)
z, -z*
The 3 x 3 matrix R build from U
1
Rab =- tr (UfoaUo-b) (5.5)2
has ni, n 2 and n3 as its first, second and third columns respectively. Thus, all
three directors na's are quadratic in z's and hence the nematic order parameter Qt.
is of fourth degree in z's.
Let us describe the phase diagram corresponding to the action S in eqn. 5.3. First
consider S at finite temperature. Since a continuous symmetry cannot be broken in
two dimensions with short-range interactions, no symmetry broken phases can exist
at any non-zero temperature. Further, since a pure quaternion gauge theory in two
spatial dimensions is confining at any non-zero temperature, in terms of the original
spin model only a paramagnet phase without any topological order can exist at T > 0.
Next consider the phase diagram at zero temperature. Clearly for t > r, the
spinons would condense yielding a three sublattice nematic state. As discussed above,
this phase would have three goldstone modes. The non-abelian fluxes through pla-
quettes would exist as excitations in this phase and correspond to the non-abelian
disclinations in eqn. 5.2. These fluxes have logarithmic interaction with each other
which is mediated by the spin-wave magnons. Now consider quantum disordering this
phase without proliferating these defects. The resulting phase would be a paramagnet
that would correspond to the deconfined phase of a pure quaternion gauge theory.
The excitations in this phase would correspond to gapped spinons, quaternion fluxes
and their composites ('dyons') which would have interesting fusion and braiding prop-
erties. Additionally, the ground state of this phase would have topological degeneracy
on a torus.
The topological properties of this phase are well understood and a detailed discus-
sion of the particles and their topological interactions was provided by Propitius and
Bais in reference [86]. The distinct magnetic fluxes are in one-to-one correspondence
with the topological defects of the nematic phase, hence they are classified by the
conjugacy classes of the quaternion group listed in eqn. 5.2. As in any gauge theory,
the electric charges are labelled by the irreducible representations of the gauge group.
In particular, the spinons z1 , zj transform under the two-dimensional representation
of the quaternion group while the flux composites of the form lig,, -ius > with zero
net flux also carry charge and transform under the one-dimensional representation
of the quaternion group. Finally, one could have dyonic particles which correspond
to the bound state of a flux and an electric charge. The dyons corresponding to a
flux <b are classified by the irreducible representations of the centralizer corresponding
to conjugacy class of <D (one may recall that the centralizer of a conjugacy class is
the set of elements which commute with all elements of that conjugacy class). Since
the centralizer of the 0 o conjugacy class is the whole group Q, the bound state of
a spinon and a C0 flux is classified by the irreducible representations of Q. On the
other hand, the centralizer of the Cz, C, and Cz conjugacy classes is the Z 4 group,
hence the corresponding dyons fall into four distinct classes corresponding to the four
one-dimensional representations of the Z4 group.
Next consider the ground state degeneracy on a torus. Since the deconfined phase
is gapped, one could calculate the degeneracy on a torus by restricting the system to
a single plaquette with periodic boundary conditions. Thus, the number of ground
states is proportional to the number of inequivalent flux configurations that satisfy
H. Uijgjk0'k1li = 1. A simple counting shows that this number is 22. As is well
known, the ground state degeneracy for a topological phase is equal to the number
of distinct particle excitations of the system. Thus there must be 22 particles in a
quaternion gauge-matter theory as could be easily verified by direct calculation [86].
Since spinons transform under a two-dimensional representation of the quaternion
group, it's also interesting to consider the effect of transportation of a spinon around
a magnetic flux. For example, when a spinon z carrying spin-up, z = [1 0 1T, goes
around a flux C2, it is transformed to z' = ua z = [0 1 ]T i.e. a spinon carrying down-
spin. This may seem counterintuitive as it seemingly violates global spin-conservation.
Since the ground state is a spin-singlet, one needs to be careful while discussing
individual spinons. An instructive thought experiment which resolves this paradox
is the following. Consider putting our system on a torus with a o vortex threading
through one of the holes of the torus. Next an up spinon, down spinon pair is created
out of the vacuum and the up-spinon is transported around the vortex keeping the
location of the down spinon fixed. Finally, the up spinon is brought back to its
original location. The interesting question is whether the spinon pair remain in the
spin singlet sector (and hence can be annihilated) at the end of this process.
To answer this, we note that the gauge invariant wave-function for the pair is
given by |@) =z$qrrLqr r2 ...q z rZ$, |0) where r, r' are the locations of up and
down spinon respectively and qr,,ri 's are the values of the gauge fields on the
links connecting the two spinons. For concreteness, let us assume that a Cx vortex
threads along the x-axis and is parameterized by the gauge choice q,,- = ia for
r = (0, r s) , r' = r + Q V r while qrr' = 1 otherwise. As the up spinon passes
through the x-axis, the field operator zt transforms to zt while the string operator
S = qq, r2 ...qj r connecting the two spinons transforms as S --+ aS = o since
in the ground state the only contribution to S comes from the vortex gauge field.
This implies that at the end of the adiabatic transformation, the up-spinon becomes
a down-spinon and vice-versa since the operator S acts on the down-spinon and
transforms it to an up-spinon. Hence the spinon pair behave like an EPR spin-singlet
[87] and the spin is delocalized while they are separated.
Having described various possible phases of the action S, it is worthwhile to com-
pare our approach to standard methods for obtaining spin-liquid states. Our current
understanding of spin-liquids with bosonic spinons draws heavily on the slave-boson
formulation. In this approach, one represents the spin-S operator in terms of a two
component boson b = [b1 b2 ]T as S = lbtab. The Hilbert space of the bosons is pro-
jected to the physical subspace of a spin by the relation btb = 2S. Clearly, all physical
operators are invariant under the U(1) local transformation, b(r) -- eWr)(r). The
physical symmetries of the underlying spin-Hamiltonian are realized as transforma-
tion of spinons b under these symmetries combined with a local U(1) transformation.
The spin-liquids correspond to states that do not break any physical symmetry and
their low energy description consists of spinons b coupled to a gauge field whose gauge
group is always a subgroup of U(1).
Could the non-abelian quaternion phase described in this paper be described by
such a projective construction? Interestingly, the answer is no! First and foremost,
as we mentioned above the standard Schwinger boson technique can only describe
abelian spin-liquids. Further, the spin-operator cannot be written as an operator
quadratic in spinons z for the following reason. The nematic order parameter Q,, is
quartic in z's and since it transforms as a spin-two operator, one needs to take it's
tensor product with itself to construct a gauge invariant physical spin operator S.
Explicitly, S is given by Sa = -icabcQbdQdc. Therefore S would be of degree eight in
z's, which is very different than the usual slave boson theories.
The phase transition between the three sublattice nematic phase and the non-
abelian spin-liquid has also many interesting features. This phase transition corre-
sponds to Higgs transition for the spinons z and as we argue, is not describable within
Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson paradigm. Let us start by analyzing the symmetries of the
critical action. The symmetry under physical spin rotation corresponds to the left
multiplication of the matrix U (defined in the eqn. 5.4) by an SU(2) matrix. Remark-
ably, the action is invariant even under the right multiplication of U by an SU(2)
matrix and thus the critical theory has in fact 0(4) ~ SU(2) x SU(2) symmetry! This
is because the under unit translation Ta on the triangular lattice, the na transform
as:
Ta : ni -> n2, n 2 - n 3 , n3 -* ni (5.6)
One finds that the operation of right multiplication of U by an SU(2) matrix
corresponds to the rotation of na's amongst each other. The generators of these
rotations Ka (a = 1, 2, 3) satisfy
[na, Kb] = Zabcnc (5.7)
Since the critical action must have both spin-rotation and translational invariance,
it would be invariant under the transformation U -* VRUVL where VR, VL E SU(2).
Hence the critical theory is
S = - d2 x Tr [(O,,Ut) (a,1U)] (5.8)
9
=- i d2x d |z&|2
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with ziz = 1. We emphasize that the critical theory can be written in terms of
spinons z only because the topological defects are suppressed which renders them
single-valued. We note that the critical theory is very similar to that for the phase
transition between a spiral anti-ferromagnet and a Z 2 spin-liquid in a spin S = 1/2
triangular lattice magnet [122].
The fact that that the nematic order-parameter Q,, is of fourth degree in z has
dramatic consequences for the critical correlations. For example, the critical exponent
Y4 defined by
1(QI (k, w)Q,,(k, w)) ~w 2  2 )' 2  (5.9)
(W - k0)17/
would have a large value which equals r/ = 3 in a large N limit if one generalizes
the 0(4) model to an O(N) model. For finite N, one would obtain rq > 3 whose
precise numerical value we do not calculate here. This is very large compared to
the anomalous exponents corresponding to the order parameter in usual Landau-
Ginzburg-Wilson theories.
Apart from the order parameter, the six conserved currents associated with the
0(4) symmetry would also have power-law correlations at the critical point. Three of
these, the conserved total spin S,, = E, S(r) are conserved microscopically while
the other three are the Ka's defined above which are conserved only the low energy
effective theory.
The conserved currents acquire no anomalous dimensions and hence have scaling
dimension d = 2. Therefore their correlations at the critical point are given by:
(Ja(r, r) Ja(0, 0)) (2 (5.10)(2+ r 2 )2
where J {S, K}. Comparing eqn. 5.9 with eqn. 5.10, one notices that the
conserved currents have a slower decay than that for the order parameter which is
rather unusual.
One may ask what interactions one might add in the Hamiltonian H so as to
destroy the nematic state? One simple way to obtain a paramagnet state out of the
nematic state is to consider a stacked triangular lattice spin S = 1 system and add an
antiferromagnet inter-layer interaction J1 . When J1 > J11, Kii, the intra-layer cou-
plings, one would obtain a translationally invariant paramagnet state corresponding
to decoupled spin S = 1 chains. On the other hand, when J1 < Jii, Kii, one obtains
ordered three-sublattice nematic state. Thus one can quantum disorder the nematic
state by tuning JI/J11, JI/Ki[. It would be interesting to explore the possibility of
realizing stacked copies of the non-abelian spin-liquid described in this paper in such
a setting.
In summary, we have described a non-abelian spin-liquid in a spin S = 1 quantum
magnet on triangular lattice which can not be accessed within the standard slave
boson/fermion projective construction. The non-abelian phase has interesting topo-
logical features captured by the ground state degeneracy on a torus and braiding and
fusion of its excitations. We also described a non-Landau phase transition between
this spin-liquid and a non-collinear nematic state. The nematic correlations near this
phase transition are characterized by large anomalous dimension.
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Chapter 6
Quantum phase transition from an
antiferromagnet to a spin liquid in
a metal
6.1 Introduction
The earliest and most influential approach to studying magnetic quantum phase tran-
sitions in metals (developed by Hertz, Moriya, Millis [89] and others (for additional
references see e.g. [90]) focuses on the fluctuations of the natural magnetic order
parameter. The metallic environment results in damping of these magnetic fluctua-
tions. The resulting theory is however weakly coupled in physical dimension d > 2 -
consequently it allows only for weak deviations from Fermi liquid physics even right
at the magnetic quantum critical point. In particular the spin fluctuation spectrum
at finite temperature T and a frequency w does not show scaling as a function of w/T.
Experimentally the best studied magnetic quantum phase transitions are in heavy
fermion metals [90] which have a lattice of local moments coupled via Kondo ex-
change to a partially filled band of conduction electrons. Remarkably in many cases
striking breakdown of Fermi liquid physics is observed near these quantum critical
points which is not understood even qualitatively. For instance the spin fluctuation
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spectrum in CeCu6 -,Aux at quantum criticality is scale invariant and shows w/T
scaling [91, 92, 93]. A number of transport and thermodynamic anomalies have also
been seen in this and other materials [94, 95, 96]. In the heavy fermion context the
Hertz-Moriya-Millis (HMM) approach treats the magnetism as a spin density wave
instability of the heavy Fermi liquid and essentially assumes that the Kondo process
responsible for the formation of the Fermi liquid state continues across the magnetic
transition. An alternate approach specific to heavy electron metals suggests that
the transition to magnetism is accompanied by the breakdown of the Kondo effect
[97, 98, 99, 100]. Empirically this will manifest itself as a reconstruction of the elec-
tronic Fermi surface associated with the loss of participation of the local moments
in the Fermi sea. Evidence in favor of such a Fermi surface reconstruction accom-
panying the magnetic ordering transition has been presented in YbRh 2 Si 2 [101] and
in CeRhIn5 [102]. Very recently studies of YbRh 2 Si2 with Co or Ir substituted at
the Rh site have suggested that the Fermi surface reconstruction may be separated
from the magnetic transition through chemical pressure [103]. Most interestingly
with Ir substitution, the antiferromagnetic metal appears to be separated from the
paramagnetic large Fermi surface metal through an intermediate phase which has
neither magnetism nor Kondo screening. The nature of this intermediate phase and
the associated quantum phase transitions remains to be elucidated.
On the theoretical side much attention has focused on the possible quantum phases
and phase transitions of Kondo lattices driven by competition between inter-moment
exchange and the Kondo effect. Two common phases are of course a magnetically
ordered metal with a "small" conduction electron Fermi surface, and a paramagnetic
heavy Fermi liquid with a "large" Fermi surface. An intriguing third possibility is that
the local moments form a quantum spin liquid state which then remains decoupled
from the conduction electrons[104, 99, 100]. The resulting paramagnetic metal will
have a small Fermi surface and hence violate the usual Luttinger theorem[99]. Such
phases were dubbed 'fractionalized Fermi liquids' and denoted FL*. Quantum phase
transitions in Kondo lattice systems are much less understood. The possibility of a
single direct transition where the magnetic ordering is accompanied by the destruc-
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tion of the Kondo effect (and the associated Fermi surface reconstruction) has been
discussed but without satisfactory resolution. Progress has been possible in analyzing
phase transitions associated with the breakdown of the Kondo effect without worry-
ing about the magnetic ordering. A concrete theory of such a 'Kondo breakdown'
transition from the usual heavy Fermi liquid to a 'small Fermi surface' metal was
proposed in Ref. [105] and further developed in Refs. [106].
In this paper we explore instead the complementary problem of the quantum
phase transition associated with the destruction of magnetism without worrying about
the onset of Kondo screening. Specifically we study the phase transition between a
magnetic metal and a particular fractionalized Fermi liquid where the local moments
form a quantum spin liquid. We focus on the interesting case where the magnetic
ordering wave vector can connect distinct points of the conduction electron Fermi
surface. Remarkably we find that the magnetic phase transition remains strongly
coupled, and satisfies nontrivial scaling (such as in the spin fluctuation spectrum
as a function of w/T). This is in striking contrast to the usual HMM spin density
wave transition. We also study the effects of these critical spin fluctuations on the
properties of the electronic quasiparticles of the quantum critical metal.
Our considerations will be based on Kondo-Heisenberg models with the general
structure
H Hc + HK +Hint (6.1)
H Z E ctck (6.2)
k
HK - C00Cr (6.3)
r
Hin Ja SSra$t+. (6.4)
rr/
Here Ck, destroys a conduction electron of momentum k and spin a and Sr are spin-
1/2 operators describing the localized moments. In the last term we will allow for
other short ranged interactions between the local moments that enable tuning the
local moment system through magnetic phase transitions.
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Generally the magnetic phase transitions of the kind we wish to study are con-
veniently accessed theoretically by first ignoring any coupling between conduction
electrons and the local moments. Then the local moment system is insulating and
much is known about the phases and phase transitions of such quantum magnets.
The general question we are concerned with is the effect of a small coupling of this
insulating quantum magnet to the metallic electrons. The best understood example
of such a quantum phase transition in an insulating magnet is that between a Neel
state and a gapped quantum spin liquid. In the simplest such spin liquid state the ex-
citations consist of spin-1/2 bosonic spinons. In addition there are gapped Z2 vortices
(visons) that act as sources of r flux for the spinons. Second order quantum phase
transitions to such states from magnetically ordered states are known to be possible
in two cases - first for magnets with noncollinear magnetization patterns and second
for magnets with easy plane anisotropy with either collinear or noncollinear magnetic
order. For concreteness we will focus on easy plane quantum antiferromagnets with
collinear order in this paper.
In the presence of weak coupling to the metallic electrons Ref. [99] argued that
the quantum spin liquid state and its topological order are stable. The result is a
'fractionalized Fermi liquid' phase which has a c-electron Fermi surface coexisting
with gapped fractionalized spinon excitations. The transition to the Neel state has
not been previously described and will be studied in this paper. We first argue that a
weak coupling to the c-electrons actually stabilizes the Neel state relative to the spin
liquid state. Thus the phase boundary curves as shown in Fig. 6-1.
In the ordered state the c-electrons near the points connected by the ordering
wavevector will be strongly affected and the Fermi surface will change shape com-
pared to the paramagnet. However we will argue that right at the magnetic quantum
critical point the damping of the spin fluctuations due to the metallic quasiparti-
cles is irrelevant. Thus the c-electrons dynamically decouple from the critical spin
fluctuations even though they are strongly coupled in the ordered state. This there-
fore provides an example of a strongly coupled magnetic quantum critical point in
a metallic environment. We study the effect of the critical spin fluctuations on the
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Spin-liquid Easy-Plane Neel t spinon
Figure 6-1: Phase diagram in the presence of Kondo coupling. As shown in the text,
weak Kondo coupling stabilizes the ordered Neel phase relative to the spin-liquid
c-electrons. Near 'hot spots' on the Fermi surface (points that are connected to each
other by the ordering wavevector) there is anomalous scattering leading to electron
lifetimes that vanish as TV with 7 > 1. Thus the quasiparticle picture of the c-
excitations is preserved at this quantum critical point. We describe the corrections to
Fermi liquid results in transport and other quantities that result from the anomalous
scattering at these hot spots.
6.2 Neel order - quantum spin liquid phase tran-
sition in Easy plane antiferromagnets
Consider easy plane antiferromagnets with spin-1/2 per unit cell with collinear order
at a wavevector Q on square lattice. The spin ordering pattern is characterized in
terms of an XY order parameter V
S- (ri) er4 (6.5)
The XY ordering allows for vortex topological defects characterized by an integer
winding number that are point-like in two space dimensions. Now consider disordering
the XY order to move into a quantum paramagnet by proliferating these vortices.
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When single vortices (i.e those with 27 winding) proliferate, the result is a quantum
paramagnet with broken translational symmetry (a valence bond solid). Quantum
spin liquid states result if the XY order is killed by proliferating paired vortices (i.e
those with 47r winding). The resulting spin liquid state is described as a gapped
topologically ordered Z2 spin liquid with bosonic spin-1/2 spinons, and a gapped
Z 2 vortex (vison) that may be understood as an unpaired vortex. A lattice model
exhibiting this physics was constructed in reference [107].
As shown in reference [107], the quantum phase transition between this spin liquid
and the ordered state may be understood as a condensation of the bosonic spinons.
In terms of the spinon fields (denoted as bt ) it is in the universality class of the
2 + 1 dimensional classical XY model. However the physical spin order parameter is
obtained as a square of the spinon field:
= b2 (6.6)
Consequently the order parameter correlations decay with a large anomalous expo-
nent:
1
< *(k, Lo)V)(k, w) >~-(k (6.7)
(k2 - (w + z)2) 1 T/2
with i 1.45 (see for example references [108]). We would refer to this phase
transition as lying in the XY* universality class in this paper since it is distinct from
the usual XY phase transition where the physical (planar) spin could be identified
with the order parameter.
6.3 Coupling to metallic electrons
6.3.1 Weak coupling phase diagram
Now consider turning on a weak but non-zero interaction of the form in Eqn. 6.3
between the insulating easy-plane magnet described above and a sea of non-interacting
conduction electrons. We will focus on the effect of this interaction on the slow
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FL LMM
Figure 6-2: Fermi Surface in the two phases FL* and LMM (Local Moment Metal)
hydrodynamic variables of the insulating quantum magnet. These are simply the
antiferromagnetic order parameter 4, the conserved uniform spin density L, and the
conserved energy density c. The order parameter coupling is the most important and
takes the form
S = JK +(q).c ~ck 2 (q k - k 2 - Q) i -c.C (6.8)
Jq,k1 ,k 2 ,T
where Q is the ordering wavevector. We will assume that Q can connect two distinct
points on the conduction electron Fermi surface 6-2. The electrons near such Fermi
surface points scatter strongly off the fluctuations of the magnetic order parameter.
In the ordered phase this will open up a gap at such points of the conduction electron
Fermi surface. The size of the gap Ae will be determined by the strength of order
parameter @4o = |@|. Within mean field theory Ae - JKO0. In the terminology of
Ref. [105] this is a 'local moment magnetic metal' (LMM).
In the disordered spin liquid phase the order parameter fluctuations are gapped.
Consequently they can be integrated out in favor of a short-ranged spin fluctuation
mediated electron-electron interaction. In the absence of any special nesting condition
on the Fermi surface (which we assume) this does not significantly affect the low
energy properties of the c-electrons. Further the volume of the Fermi surface is
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determined by the density of c-electrons alone without counting the local moments.
As argued in Ref. [99], the fractionalization and topological order of the local moment
system survives the coupling to the metal. This metallic phase is a fractionalized
Fermi liquid (FL*) which has spinon and associated topological excitations coexisting
with a small Fermi surface of c-electrons.
One important issue is the relative stability of the spin liquid phase compared
to the Neel phase in the metallic environment. In other words does the coupling
to the conduction electrons enhance or decrease the parameter regime in which the
spin liquid exists? We argue now that at least at weak coupling the Neel state
gains in stability relative to the spin liquid. Physically this may be traced to the
damping of the spin fluctuations due to particle-hole pairs of the Fermi liquid. In
the paramagnetic phase, if we integrate out the conduction electrons, the (imaginary
time) action for the Neel order parameter acquires the familiar Landau damping term
f W 1, 12. To assess the effect of this damping on the phase diagram, consider the
following simple model for the spinons b on a 2 + 1 dimensional space-time cubic
lattice with the action
S So + S1
-t [bt(x, T)b(x', T') + h.c.]
+g K(T - -') b2 (x, T) bt 2 (x, T') (6.9)
subject to the constraint bt(x, T)b(x, r) = 1. Here K(r) = is the imaginary time
Fourier transform lwJ. The constant g JK 2 VFQ where VF is the Fermi velocity.
Note that the coupling term breaks the rotational invariance in x - 7 space. As t
increases, at certain critical value the b field orders. Denoting this critical value in
the absence and presence of g by to, and t, respectively, we find that t, = toc - ag
where a = 0(1) is a positive constant. The details are given in the appendix A.
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6.3.2 Critical properties
We now turn to the critical properties of the transition in the presence of a weak
coupling to the conduction electrons. The electrons will couple to the slowly varying
component of the order parameter field. The lowest order addition to the Hamiltonian
consistent with the symmetries of the lattice and spin-rotation is
A Hi = JK j ct(r)o7c(r).S-(r) + h.c. (6.10)
where 'g' is a coupling constant. Another potentially important term involves coupling
between energy densities of the electron and local moments. To leading order this
takes the form
AH2 = A [ct (r)c(r)] . [bt (r)b(r)] (6.11)
with A as another coupling constant. Let us now integrate out the conduction elec-
trons to obtain an effective action for the spinon fields. As already described above,
the main effect of AH 1 is to generate the usual Landau damping term in the ac-
tion Si = fk, glwll(k, w)| 2 . From the point of view of renormalization group (RG),
one crucial observation concerning Si is that the kernel K(w) is long-ranged in the
time-domain (K(r) = -) and thus couples V4's at two separate points in space-time.
This implies that at the tree-level, one could directly use the scaling dimensions for
individual b operator's even though 10(k, w) 2 is a composite operator. Using the RG
transformation appropriate for the critical fixed point in the absence of the conduction
electrons, W -+ sw, k -+ sk, @_ -+ s(1-5)/2 with s < 1 implies
Si - g~wl lb(k,w)|2 (6.12)
J kyw
Thus the damping coefficient g flows as
dq
Sn - (1 - l) g (6.13)dI
Since; > 1, this term is clearly irrelevant for g in the vicinity of the unperturbed
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fixed point Next consider AH 2. Proceeding in the exactly similar manner, one inte-
grates out the electrons and obtain an effective term g'fkw |wi b(k, w)| 2 b(-k, w)|2
where g' ~ A/EF. A simple scaling analysis [109] similar to above yields
dg'
= (-3 + 2/v) g' (6.14)
where v is the critical exponent associated with scaling of specific heat. Since
v > 2/3 at 0(2) critical point [110], AH 2 also turns out to be irrelevant.
Thus we have the remarkable result that a weak coupling to the conduction elec-
trons does not change the critical properties of the transition from that in the insu-
lating magnet. This is in striking contrast to the HMM theory where the Landau
damping is strongly relevant. Thus in the present theory the spin fluctuations are de-
scribed by a non-trivial interacting fixed point, and hence satisfy scaling (for instance
in w/T). In contrast, due to the Landau damping, the HMM theory is at the upper
critical dimension in d = 2 (and the fixed point is Gaussian).
The boundaries of the quantum critical region are determined by the requirement
that {p,/T, A/T, p8/J} < 1. Here T is the temperature, ps is the spin-stiffness corre-
sponding the spinons b (which would be proportional to the spin-exchange coefficient
of the original spins S) and A is the gap in the Z2 spin liquid phase. Using the
scaling relations ps, A - Jjr" where v - 2/3 and r = (1 - tc/t) is a dimensionalless
measure of the distance from criticality, one obtains r < (T/J)3/2 < 1 for being not
too far from criticality. Further, though the usual Ginzburg criterion for observing
deviations from mean-field behavior applies, even the 'mean-field exponents' for the
spinons b imply exponents for the physical spin-operators S+ = b2 . which are very
different than those for 0(2) universality class (e.g. U7 mean field 1)-
6.4 Effect of Coupling on Conduction Electrons
Though the coupling to AFM order parameter turns out to be irrelevant for the phase
transition critical properties, it may still affect the electronic properties significantly.
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First consider the conduction electrons' band structure in the magnetically ordered
side. At the mean field level, the effect of coupling could be captured by the following
Hamiltonian
H = ectkcCk + JK NO (cL+QOXck + h.c. (6.15)
Here No is the AFM order parameter and we have assumed that spins order along
& direction. The above Hamiltonian is easily diagonalized and one obtains two bands
E* =k+<+Q _ (Ek-E+Q)4 + JNo. For any non-zero No, the unit cell is doubled
and thus one finds electron and hole pockets emerging on the ordered side [111, 112].
As No increases, the hole pockets grow in size at the expense of electron pockets,
the difference in areas being constant and determined by the density of conduction
electrons [111, 112]. For small No, the separation in momentum space between hole
and electron pockets grows in proportion to No ( b2 ) ~ |t -tc 1 where t is the tuning
parameter for transition and / ~ 0.83 [108]. Thus the separation grows much more
slowly compared to a conventional HMM scenario where the AFM order No ~ It -tc I
with 13 - 0.35 corresponding to 3-D X-Y universality class.
Though potentially there are many other interesting questions to be answered
on the magnetically ordered side (e.g. the limit No -- 0 and k, w -> 0 for various
correlation functions may not commute [111]), our focus in the remaining paper would
be on the quantum critical regime. We begin by calculating single-particle Green's
function for conduction electrons in the quantum critical regime.
6.4.1 Single-Particle Green's Function
Qualitatively, since critical fluctuations are centered around the ordering wavevector
Q, the scattering rate at the Fermi points connected by Q will get enhanced and one
would expect that the electron transport properties might show signature of such 'hot
spots'. One simple and useful calculation one might do is to calculate the one-particle
Green's function G(k, iws) for a conduction electron perturbatively in the coupling
9.
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Figure 6-3: Lowest order contribution to the electron's self-energy. The full line is
the electron's non-interacting Green's function while the dashed line denotes spin-spin
correlator X(k, w)
The lowest order term that contributes to the self energy E(k, iw) = Go (k, iw) -
G-'(k, iw) (see Fig. 6-3) is
E(k, ion) T J Z x,(k', iQm)Go(k - k', iuW - iQm) (6.16)
k',ji1m
where x,(k, w) (S+(k, w)S -(k, w)) = (0*(k - Q, w)@0(k - Q, w)) is the dy-
namic susceptibility of local moments and can be read off from Eqn. 6.7 while
Go(k, iw) = 1 is electron's unperturbed Green's function. Note that here iW, is
a fermionic while i'm is a bosonic Matsubara frequency.
It is useful to go to the spectral representation for X(k, Q)
Ab (k, w) d
X(k, im) = J where
Ab(k, w) = C O(W2_2kQ12 ) (6.17)
(w2 - c 2|k - Qj 2) -i/
where C is a constant of 0(1). Substituting 6.17 and expression for Go(k, ion)
in 6.16, one obtains
f >nb(w) +1 f (ek+q+Q)] 0(w,2 2
J , [(iLLJn - W' - ek+q+Q)(WL 2 - c2 q2 ) 1 -/ 2] (6.18)
where nb and n are Bose and Fermi functions respectively and Ek = Ek - P is the
single-particle energy. On physical grounds it is expected that Im E(k, iwon) would be
significant only for values of k such that both k and k + Q lie on the Fermi surface.
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Such points on the Fermi surface are generally called 'hot spots. Let ko be one such
point. We find (Appendix B) that at T = 0,
Im E(k, iw = w+) -K sigr(w) 2 (6.19)
for |k - kol <S w/c
while
Im E(k, iw =ce = 0) ~ JK TV (6.20)
at a non-zero temperature T for k E the Fermi Surface and satisfying |k - kol <
T/c. For points k near the Fermi surface away from the hot spots the self-energy has
the usual Landau Fermi liquid form, namely, Im E(k, iWn = w+) W2 +T 2. Evidently,
the hot-spots acquire a width O(T) at non-zero but small temperature T. Perhaps
most importantly, the electronic quasiparticle maintains its integrity at the transition
at all points on the Fermi surface since IM ) hot spot ~ - 0 as -+ 0.
Finally, the real part of self-energy at T = 0 for points near a hot-spot behaves
as Re E(k ~ ko, w) - J% (-wAN- + wV) where A ~ vF/a is an ultraviolet frequency
cut-off and a is the lattice spacing (Appendix B).
6.4.2 Thermodynamic and Transport properties of Electronic
Quasiparticles
Specific heat: The correction to the internal energy of the electronic system is given
by
AU Aeknf(ek) (6.21)
k
where Aek = Re E(k, ion = c) is the correction to the single-particle energy
levels. As argued above that the regions which contribute primarily to Aek are
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located around hot-spots (denoted ko here and above) and have a width proportion
to temperature T. Setting up a polar coordinate system q - # near one such ko and
noticing that ek a vFq cos(#) , the expression for AU may be written as
27r Ji K2A--qcos(#) - (qcos(#))I
AU j d j# q dqq- -1(6.22)
0 o e~qcos(+) +1
which immediately yields AU r J (A--T 3 - Tq+ 2) just from scaling. Thus the
correction to electronic specific heat AC, is
aU
ACV = (6.23)OT
K }(A4T2 - T-4+1) (6.24)
which has the same temperature dependence as the contribution from the local
moments (oc T 2 ) at low temperatures while being subdominant to the contribution
from the electronic system in the absence of any coupling to spin fluctuations (oc T)
at low temperatures.
Spin Susceptibility:
The dominant contribution to the spin-susceptibility comes from the critical spin
fluctuations x,. Here we calculate the subleading contribution Xe arising from the con-
duction electrons. The spin-susceptibility for a non-interacting Fermi system Xeo(k, w)
at T = 0 for w < k is given by Xeo(k, w) _ -N(EF)(1 + iCw) where C is constant.
To O(J), the correction to this result due to coupling to critical fluctuations could
be calculated by replacing the non-interacting Green's function by the full interacting
one in the 'polarization bubble' diagram for the free electron susceptibility.
Thus
Xe(k, iwn) = T (3 G(k + q, iwn + iv,)G(q, iv,) (6.25)
Expressing the Green's function in terms of spectral function A(k, w) and doing
the summation over Matsubara frequencies i,
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nlf(Q1) - n(2Xe(k, ion) j f [ (2 A(k + q, QI)A(q, Q2) (6.26)
q L1,Q2 IZn + Q2 - Q1
The spectral function A(k, w) = ImG(k, w+) is expressed simply in terms of inverse
single-particle life-time F(k, w) as
A(k, w) - F(k, (6.27)
F2 (k, w) + (W - e,)2
where c' = 6 k + Re E(k, w = c k) oc e  to the leading order. The imaginary part
of x(k, w) is thus obtained as
ImXe(k, w) = [nf (Q) - nf (Q - w)] A(k + q, Q)A(q, Q - w) (6.28)
Since A(k, w) is modified significantly due to critical fluctuations only near hot
points, the above integral would get important contribution beyond the free electron
result only if k ~ Q. Further, the momentum integration over q would get significant
contribution only from a thin region around hot-spots of linear dimensions W. Using
the fact that for Ck < w and k belonging to hot-spot, A(k, w) ~ 1/w 2 -, one readily
obtains Im Xe(k ~ Q, w) ~ Im X,,(k Q, w) + wl- 1. Since 9 > 1, this implies
that to the leading order xe = Xco and thus the leading correction to the total spin-
susceptibility is dominated by the free-electron susceptibility.
DC Conductivity: Under the relaxation time approximation for the linearized Boltz-
mann's transport equation in the presence of an electric field E, the conductivity for
a Fermi liquid at low temperatures is given by o = FS where n is the carrier
m
density and (T)FS is the relaxation time rk averaged over the Fermi Surface. The
relaxation time T is proportional to the inverse scattering rate but in general, one
needs to weight the scattering rate by the factor (1 - cos(O)) where 0 is the scattering
angle. Here we neglect this factor since the scattering due to spin excitations have
0 ~ 00 = 0 (1) where 00 is the angle subtended by the hot spots ko and ko + Q at the
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origin of the Brillouin zone. Further the leading contributions of the other two scat-
tering processes we consider below namely electron-electron and impurity scattering
is unchanged by the introduction of this factor.
Near the hot points the scattering rate 1/T of electronic quasiparticles due to
critical spin fluctuations is proportional to Im E ~ TV. Thus M/T ~ x + (T/F)V =
x + tV where x measures the scattering rate due to (weak) disorder and is isotropic
while TI and F are characteristic scattering time and energy scale respectively. In
the cold regions one expects typical Fermi liquid behavior, thus r/T ~ +(T/F)2 _
x + t2 . From this and using the fact that the width of the hot spots is proportional
to t, one obtains the following expression for the conductivity within the linearized
relaxation time approximation
t 1- t
- oc _ + (6.29)
X + t7 X +t2
Following Rosch [113], we consider the two limits, x < t2 < 1 and t < x < 1. We
find that in both limits the resistivity p = 1/- oc X + t 2 . Thus the Fermi liquid result
p c T 2 remains valid at low temperatures. This result is very different compared
to that for the resistivity near the z = 2 quantum critical point described within
Hertz-Millis-Moriya theory where one obtains p oc x + T 2 in the limit x < t2 1
while it is anomalous and oc x + T3 / 2 in the limit t < x < 1 [113].
6.5 Summary and Discussion
A crucial ingredient in the example presented in this paper for the magnetic tran-
sition in the presence of metallic coupling has been the fact that 1) For the parent
insulating system, the spinons are deconfined at the phase transition and that 2)
the critical exponent ! > 1. We found that due to these facts conduction electrons
become dynamically decoupled from the underlying spin-system at low energies and
therefore the phase transition remains in the exotic universality class XY* even in the
presence of coupling to conduction electrons. Further we found that the metallic cou-
pling favors the ordered phase over paramagnetic spin-liquid. We also analyzed the
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effect of critical fluctuations on the conduction electrons and found that the Landau
quasiparticle survives at the phase transition. This enabled us to calculate corrections
to various thermodynamic and transport properties of the conduction electrons due
to critical fluctuations. Overall, we found that to the leading order the critical fluc-
tuations do not modify any thermodynamic or transport property of the conduction
electrons and all the results from standard Fermi liquid theory remain valid.
Contrasting our example with the conventional HMM [89] theory, one immedi-
ately notices rather stark differences. The HMM theory describes the onset of spin
density wave order from a paramagnet Heavy Fermi Liquid (HFL) phase with a large
Fermi surface. Spinon excitations do not exist in either phase. The Landau damping
of the spin density wave fluctuations leads to a dynamic critical exponent z = 2.
The HMM theory is then right at the upper critical dimension in d = 2, and the
physics is determined by marginal terms associated with interactions between the
order parameter fluctuations. Non-trivial scaling of the order parameter fluctuations
is not expected within the HMM theory. On the other hand, in our example, the
paramagnetic metallic phase has a small Fermi surface and gapped deconfined spinon
excitations though the magnetically ordered phase is a conventional phase with no
spinon excitations. Nevertheless the critical theory for the transition is most usefully
formulated in terms of the spinon degrees of freedom. The theory has z = 1 and is
below its upper critical dimension. Hence the order parameter fluctuations naturally
naturally exhibit w/T scaling for various critical properties.
What would be some of the experimental signtaures of the phase transition de-
scribed in our paper? Because of the large critical exponent 7 1 1.45, one would
observe broad magnon linewidths near the transition. We note that a proposal for a
similar phase transition was made in the context of the material Cs2CuC 4 where one
observes long tails in the spin-wave spectrum that extend to very high frequencies
[114, 115]. Furthermore, since the exponent 3 ~ 0.83 is also appreciably bigger than
that for the 0(2) transition in 3 - D, one would see order-parameter falling off very
slowly near the phase transition. As pointed out in the section 6.4.2, the electrical
transport in the quantum critical regime would show Fermi liquid behavior in con-
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trast to the materials which obey Hertz-Millis-Moriya theory. Finally, we note that
the physics of the phase transition is related to the presence of a Z2 spin-liquid (FL*)
on the disordered side of the transition. Hence a direct transition from a magnet to
a paramagnet which has hints of being a fractionalized Fermi liquid (FL*) could also
be an indication for the transition described in this paper. In this regard, one may
note that the FL* phase satisfies a Luttinger theorem which is different than that for
the heavy Fermi liquid [99].
In summary, we provide an example of a magnetic phase transition in a metallic
system where the conventional HMM theory fails and which at the same time shares
some of the properties with rather intriguing phases [103] and phase transitions [91,
92, 93] in itinerant metallic systems.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this thesis we utilized the concept of fractionalization to explore a range of strongly
correlated phases and phase transitions. These phases are remarkable in that the
elementary excitations carry quantum numbers that are fraction of that corresponding
to an electron. They often also support emergent gauge fields. As we noted in Chapter
1 and elaborated in Chapter 2, recent experiments hint that such phases may very
well exist in real frustrated magnets near Mott transition. Given the scarcity of
materials that exhibit hints of fractionalization, one of the major experimental drive
has been to find as many new spin-liquid candidates as possible so as to 'de-exoticize'
fractionalization in solid-state systems. On the theoretical front, it would be helpful
to propose experiments that sharply distinguish these phases from ordinary symmetry
breaking ones and also to guide experiments in finding new spin-liquid materials. In
this final chapter, we conclude with a brief summary of the thesis and discuss few
new research directions along the way.
We found in Chapter 2 that a Z2 spin-liquid state with nodal spinons has the po-
tential to describe some of the puzzling aspects of the materials r - (ET)2Cu 2(CN) 3
and EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit) 2] 2. In particular, the proposed spin-liquid reconciles the insu-
lating behavior in the charge sector with metallic specific heat and thermal transport.
As we noted, this proposal runs into problem with explaining the magnetic field de-
pendence of the specific heat for , - (ET) 2 Cu 2 (CN) 3. Recently published data on
the magnetic field dependence of the thermal conductivity of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit) 2] 2
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may also not be easily explained within such a scenario unless the critical field Hc2
is rather large (> 6 T). One other important hurdle that needs to be crossed is to
obtain reliable quantitative predictions in a spin-liquid for quantities such as low
temperature limit of r,/T or C/T.
It would be interesting to think about other theoretical candidates that explain
the experiments on these two organic materials. One such candidate is an Amperean
pairing state, first proposed in the paper [43]. The basic idea is to consider the
Amperean attraction between spinons on the same side of the Fermi surface induced
by the emergent U(1) gauge field. The mean-field BCS Hamiltonian for the spinons
looks like:
H = f(fe f t fF q q + h.c.] (7.1)
k kFi q
Here kF, are discrete set of points on the Fermi surface where the curvature is
maximum. It is easy to check that such a state supports full Fermi surface of spinons
coupled to a Z 2 gauge field. Therefore such a state would have low temperature spe-
cific heat and thermal conductivity similar to a metal. Therefore an Amperean spin-
liquid could potentially explain the thermodynamics and transport data in r, - ET
and/or dmit spin-liquid materials. It would be interesting to do a variational Monte
Carlo study of projected Amperean paired spin-liquid wave-function with respect to
the ring-exchange J2 - J4 Hamiltonian and compare its energetics with projected
d-wave state.
A different but related theoretical problem that might be interesting to consider
is the effect of doping such weak Mott insulators. Given that doped cuprates exhibit
non-Fermi liquid behavior, could one observe similar phenomena in, for example, K -
ET salts? Interestingly, an experimental study on the material K - (BEDT - TTF)4 Hg 2.89Brs
(Ref. [117]) suggests so. In this material, the Hg ions donate holes into a half-filled
band (presumably Mott insulating due to strong correlations) and the doping level is
approximately 10 percent. At ambient pressure and zero temperature the material is
superconducting similar to doped cuprates. Most remarkably, increasing temperature
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above the superconducting Tc leads to a non-Fermi liquid like behavior for the resis-
tivity p = po + T" with n ~ 1. Several questions could be asked: what is the nature
of superconductivity? Is there a well-defined Fermi surface in this putative non-Fermi
liquid and if yes, what is the nature of charge and spin-carrying excitations? This
material again suggests that weak Mott insulators present fascinating opportunities
to explore spin-liquid physics. In this context, it might be of some interest to think
about t - J2 - J4 model on a triangular lattice at the doping ~ 0.1.
On the more formal side, it might be worthwhile to study various properties of
the projected wave-functions so as to understand spin-liquids/topologically ordered
states better. We list three such properties here:
1. Friedel oscillations of a spinon Fermi surface:
As recently illustrated by Mross and Senthil [118], one distinct signature of the
spinon Fermi surface is the presence of 2KF oscillations of the electron charge density
near impurities or walls. At the level of wave-function, this can be verified as follows.
Consider electrons hopping on a lattice with periodic boundary conditions along y
and sharp edge along x direction. If the projected Fermi liquid (PFL) wave-function
|XF >PFL indeed describes the physics of such a spin-liquid, (Sr.S±. )PFL would show
oscillatory behavior at wave-vector 2KF. Indeed, we verified this to be true in a 40
x 20 lattice.
2. Energy spectrum of a fermionic U(1) or Z 2 state:
What does the many-body energy spectrum of a fermionic U(1) or Z2 spin-liquid
phase looks like? This is an important question since the knowledge of the energy
spectrum, especially for a finite-size system, could help in comparing exact diagonal-
ization studies on Hamiltonians which may have spin-liquid ground states (such as
J - 2 - J4 Hamiltonian on triangular lattice).
3. (Topological) Entanglement entropy of PFL/PBCS state:
The size-dependence of the leading contribution to the entanglement entropy in
spatial dimensions d > 1 has boundary-law violating contribution in the presence of a
Fermi surface [119, 120]. For example, the leading contribution to the von Neumann
entanglement entropy of a Fermi surface in d = 2 is L log(L). It would be interesting
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to calculate the entanglement entropy for the PFL and PBCS states. The presence
of boundary law violating leading contribution for the PFL state would be a strong
evidence of a Fermi surface of spinons. Even more interesting would be to calculate
the topological entanglement entropy of projected BCS states that have full gap to
spinons (such as s-wave paired PBCS states). One expects that these states would
have non-zero topological entanglement entropy owing to the underlying topological
order.
Moving on to the topic of deconfined criticality (Chapters 3 and 4), we recapitulate
that the deconfined phase transitions are fundamentally different than finite temper-
ature Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson phase transitions in that (1) both sides of the phase
transition may be ordered and unrelated, (2) there is only one tuning parameter and
(3) the critical theory is most conveniently described by fields that are fractions of
that corresponding to an electron, much like that in a gapless spin-liquid. There are
many interesting challenges and questions that can be pursued. First and foremost,
it is important to find a model system that shows deconfined critical phenomena and
then verify the predictions of the critical theory. Indeed, the J - Q model proposed
and studied by Sandvik and collaborators seemingly does exhibit a deconfined quan-
tum critical point between Neel and VBS phases. However, recent results suggest
presence of logarithmic violations of scaling [121]. It would be worthwhile to revisit
the critical theory to find explanation for these weak scaling violations.
A more challenging problem is to develop a general theory for quantum criticality
akin to Landau's theory of phase transitions for finite temperature phase transitions.
An important lesson from deconfined critical phenomena is that Berry phases in the
quantum action can dramatically change the low energy physics. Given two competing
order parameters, a naive attempt to construct a critical theory may be to write down
all terms allowed by symmetry including any topological terms (such as WZW or
theta-terms). Indeed, as we saw in chapter 3 and 4, such an approach captures the
physics of deconfined criticality in certain cases. The obvious problem with such an
approach is that actions containing topological terms are rather difficult to analyze.
From a more physical point of view, as we learnt from Neel-VBS transition, even if
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morally the quantum action with WZW term is same as NCCP theory involving
spinons, only the latter approach identifies the truly low energy degrees of freedom
(spinons). Another red herring is that we do not know the non-linear sigma model
(NLSM) description of deconfined transitions between ordered and spin-liquid phases.
For example, the phase transition between the spirally ordered AFM and bosonic Z 2
spin-liquid is described by an 0(4) symmetric theory in terms of spinons [122] while
we do not currently have an equivalent NLSM formulation in terms of spiral order
parameter. It might be interesting to think about this latter problem to begin with
before addressing the general problem of quantum phase transitions.
Finally coming to the content of Chapter 6, we found that the universal properties
of the phase transition between an easy-plane AFM and a spin-liquid are unaffected
by Kondo coupling to the conduction electrons. The physical reason for this is that
the decay of magnons into spinons leads to rather inefficient scattering of magnons
from particle-hole excitations of electrons. One interesting problem in this direction
is to consider the effect of Kondo coupling at Neel-VBS deconfined quantum phase
transition. In this case, the Kondo coupling would be relevant since the critical
exponent r; < 1. Not only this means that the quantum critical point is unstable to
the Kondo coupling, it may also lead to non-Fermi liquid behavior in the conduction
electrons itself. It might be interesting to study this problem in a large-N setting
and see whether one can access a critical fixed point with non-zero Kondo coupling
perturbatively.
Thinking about quantum phase transitions, an another set of interesting problems
concern phase transitions involving destruction of Fermi surface with the possibility
of simultaneous appearance of an ordered state on the other side. For example, in
the context of heavy electron systems it would be interesting to think about destruc-
tion of Heavy Fermi Liquids (HFL) with the simultaneous appearance of an ordered
AFM on the other side. As discussed in Ref. [123] an interesting possibility is that
Kondo vortices, i.e. vortices in the bosonic operator (c'f ) (ct/ft are electron/spinon
creation operators) may carry spin. Condensation of these vortices would lead to
destruction of Kondo screening and simultaneous appearance of an SU(2) symme-
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try broken phase. The Ref. [123] only considered the possibility when the number
of conduction electrons equal that of spinons and hence the HFL phase is actually
replaced by Kondo insulator. It would be worthwhile to consider the case when the
electron and spinon densities are different and the Kondo vortices still carry spin.
For example, one may consider doping the Kondo insulator described in Ref. [123]
with small density of c electrons so that nc > nrf. Is it then possible to obtain a
direct phase transition between a HFL and a magnetically ordered phase where order
parameter fluctuations are coupled to a Fermi surface with volume ne - nf? Given
recent progress in describing direct Mott transition (Ref. [56]), this might be an
interesting and tractable problem.
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Chapter 8
Appendix A
Here we analyze the phase diagram for action S is eqn. 6.9 for g < 1. Rewriting it
as
t [bt (x, T)b(x', T') + h.c.]
+g 13 K(T - T') [b(x, r).bt (x, r')] [b(x', ).b t (x, T')]
The above form is amenable to a large-N generalization which allows us to do
a more controlled calculation. Thus we consider N species of bosons b, with the
following action SN:
SN =
<(x,-r),(x',
+ K
N TT
-t [bt(X, T)ba (x', T') + h.c.
r')>a
(T - T') [b.(x, T).bf(x, T')]2
Thus the 0(2) symmetry of the original action has been replaced with 0(2N)
symmetry. At N = oc, the above action reduces to the simple form,
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S = E
<(X,r7), (X', 7') >
SN=
bt(k, w)b,(k, w) [c(k, w) + gK(w + w')Ga(k', ')]
k,w,k' ,w',a
Here K(w) =,|w is the Fourier transform of K(T), E(k, w) - -2t (cos(k.,) + cos(k.) + cos(w))
and Ga(k,w) = (ba(k,w)tba(k,w)). Since we are approaching the phase transition
from the paramagnetic side, G.(k, w) -- G(k, w) is independent of a.
First consider SN at g = 0. Imposing the constraint btb = 1 using a Lagrange
multiplier A, the action becomes,
So = b (k, w)ba(k,w) [(k, w) + A] (8.1)
k,w,a
Imposing self-consistency for G(k, w) yields
1=1 (8.2)
A - 2t (cos(k,) + cos(ky) + Cos(w))
At the phase transition, the gap to excitations closes and hence A 6t. Thus the
critical t = to, at g = 0 is given by
toc = E1(8.3)
- 6 - 2 (cos(k2) + cos(ky) + cos(w))
Next consider the self-consistency condition at the phase transition for a non-zero
but small g. One finds
1 
=1 (8.4)
6tc - 2tc (cos(k.) + cos(k.) + cos(w)) + gF(w)
where F(w) Zk',w' {[K(w + w') - K(w')] G(k', w')} Using the expression for
G at g = 0, one readily finds that F(w) > 0 V w . Thus to 0(g), one reaches the
conclusion that t, = toc -ag where a is a positive constant. Thus the phase boundary
curves as shown in Fig. 6-1.
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Chapter 9
Appendix B
Using eqn. 6.18 , The imaginary part of the self-energy is
Im E(k, iw = w+)
j 2  (n[(w') + 1 - ni(Ek+q+Q)] O(w, 2 - c2q2 )
JwIq (w' 2 - C2/2)1-g|2
6(w - W' - Ek+Q+q) (9.1)
First consider ImE(ko, iwn = w+) at T = 0 where ko is a hot spot i.e. both ko and
ko + Q lie on the Fermi surface. Let's resolve q in components qi, q1 parallel and
perpendicular to the Fermi surface respectively. Since the important contribution
at small w comes from q located near the Fermi surface, e(ko + Q + q) ~ vFqL.
Substituting this and the expressions for nb and nf in T -> 0 limit into the equation
9.1 one finds,
Im E(ko, iWn = w+) ~ JKsign(w) x
(w- -- vFqL)O(VFqI)O ((w - VFqL) 2 _ C2 q2)Idqi dqiO
((W - vFql)2 - c2q2) 1-/
2
(9.2)
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The integration over ql could be done easily by just rescaling the variables yielding
Im E(ko, iw = w+)
JK sign(w) F+c dql((w - vFql)2 _ 2 2)(-1)/2
2J sign(w)
Similarly consider ImE(k, iw = w+) when k is located away from hot-spots which
implies Ek+Q#0. Following the same procedure as above, one finds that the Heaviside
function imposes the condition that for Im E to be non-zero, w > ek+Q. For k's that
do satisfy this condition, ImE could be approximated by the same expression as above
and is thus oc EV for small w.
Next we consider ImE(ko, iw = E= 0) at finite but small temperatures.
Im E(ko, iw = 0+)
K j [nb(-Eko+q+Q) -+ 1 -- f (Cko+q+Q)1 O(ko0+q+Q - c2 q2 )
f (eN~~k+q+o Q 2)-/
The naive approximation e(ko + Q + q) e vFql yields zero for the above integral
because such an approximation leads to a spurious symmetry ql <-+ -ql. It is easy to
verify that using the full expression for e(ko + Q + q) = q2/2m + vFql the integrand
is non-zero as it should be on physical grounds. The scale dependence on T could be
easily extracted by rescaling the variables and one finds,
Im E(ko, iwo = 0+) ~ JKT2 (9.3)
At points that are located away from the hot-spots, Fermi/Bose functions in the
above equation impose that Im E(ko, iw_ = 0+) ~ 0 if Ik - ko ,> T/c.
Finally the real part of self-energy for points in the vicinity of hot-spots at finite
temperature could be calculated from the corresponding imaginary part using the
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Kramers-Kronig relation,
Re E(k ~ ko, w) 1 |jImE(kov)|
= -P W
where the symbol P denotes the Principal Value of the integral.
(9.4)
Substituting
Im E(ko, v) J~sign(v) v0 one obtains Re E(k ~ ko, w) - J% (-wA-' + w'7) where
A is an ultraviolet frequency cut-off.
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